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History 

The Role & Contributions 
of Hydraulic Testing 
Labs: Part I, Industrial 
Revolution to World War I 

Hydraulic testing laboratories 
have played key roles in 
advancing the science, practice 
and teaching of fluid mechanics. 
One on-going laboratory has 
made far-reaching contributions 
in the field. 

GEORGE E. HECKER, ALBERT G. FERRON & 
BRUCE J. PENNINO 

Prior to the 19th century, water power in 
the United States was furnished mainly 
by undershot, overshot, breast and pad

dle wheels (see Figure 1). In the early 1800s, ex
perimentation with different types of hydrau
lic wheels, still mostly constructed of wood, 
began. Flutter wheels, Barker's mills and tub 
mills were utilized in the various industries of 
the times. In the 1820s and 1830s, Claude Bur
din and Benoit Fourneyron experimented with 

iron turbines, which culminated in a patent is
sued to Foumeyron for an outward-flow wheel 
(see Figure 2). Samuel Howd of Geneva, New 
York, patented an inward-flow wheel in 1838 
and an outward-flow wheel in 1842. At the 
Lowell, Massachusetts, mills in the mid- to late 
1840s, James Bicheno Francis and Uriah Boy
den experimented with turbines and diffusers, 
initially using Howd and Boyden patents. Asa 
Swain, in 1857, and John McCormick, in 1870, 
improved the blades of the turbines that to this 
day bear the name of Francis (see Figure 2). 

The Industrial Revolution in 
New England 
Huge textile mills were being built in Lowell 
(in 1822) and Lawrence, Massachusetts (in 
1845), Slatersville, Rhode Island, and Manches
ter, New Hampshire. A large complex of paper 
manufacturing companies was erected along 
the Connecticut River in Holyoke, Massachu
setts, in the mid-1850s. These mills were greatly 
responsible for fostering the development of 
hydraulic engineering in the United States. 
Various types of wooden water wheels, up to 
30 feet in diameter with 12-foot buckets, were 
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Undershot 

FIGURE 1. Early types of water wheels. 

being used at this time). In 1828, the growth of 
Worcester, Massachusetts, was helped when 
the Blackstone Canal linking the city with 
Providence, Rhode Island, began operating. 

Worcester was developing into an industrial 
city of mechanics. Immigrants were arriving in 
large numbers to work in developing wire/ ca
ble and the machine tool industries. In the 
1830s, an expert mechanic, Icabod Washburn, 
was producing quality wire in Worcester and 
locomotives were being manufactured in Low
ell. Also in Worcester, the nation's leading 

Francis 

FIGURE 2. Early turbines. 
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builder of stage coaches turned to railroad cars 
in 1837, quickly becoming again the nation's 
leader in that field. "High-speed" weaving ma
chines and looms were being designed and 
manufactured in the city. From about the 1840s, 
many companies were supplying looms for 
fancy woolens to the mills in Lowell. 

By the 1840s, the Industrial Revolution had 
truly arrived in Worcester. The city's popula
tion increased from 2,962 in 1820 to 7,497 in 
1840, and 25,000 in 1860. By 1885, Worcester 
was a thriving industrial city of 63,000, with 



722 industrial firms that supplied machinery 
and wire to industry. This population would 
increase 80 percent by 1898 to 103,000, when 
Worcester would be the third largest city in 
New England. However, economic growth 
slowed in 1893 when a financial "panic" oc
curred with a stock market crash; in the follow
ing year more than 400 banks in the United 
States failed. 

Development of Hydraulic 
Engineering in New England 
The growing industries in Worcester, Lowell, 
Lawrence and Holyoke needed a way to make 
more efficient use of their cheapest source of 
energy - water. Waterpower purveyors and 
users sought out the best engineering minds 
available to help them do so.· 

One pioneering hydraulic engineering 
writer and investigator in New England was 
Charles Storer Storrow (1809-1904). Born in 
Montreal, educated at Harvard, and trained in 
France, Storrow wrote the first American book 
on hydraulics.1 He was retained by the Proprie
tors of the Locks and Canals (the Proprietors) 
on the Merrimack River at Lowell in 1835 to 
measure the quantity of water used by the 
mills. He later repeated the Lowell mill concept 
at the new mill city of Lawrence (downstream 
on the Merrimack) as Chief Engineer of the Es
sex Company. 

In 1837, James Francis (1815-1892) was 
hired by the Proprietors at Lowell.2 Francis 
worked on canals in England before coming to 
the United States in 1833 as assistant to George 
Washington Whistler (1800-1849), father of 
the artist, on the New York to Boston railroad. 
Whistler then took him to Lowell, where he 
later succeeded Whistler as canal superinten
dent and in 1845 became the Proprietors' 
principal engineer, remaining in that post for 
nearly 40 years. Among his major responsi
bilities at Lowell were measuring the flow to 
each mill so that costs could be properly and 
fairly assessed, and to determine the effi
ciency of the machinery that converted the 
flow to power. 2,3 

Francis' early, large-scale detailed experi
ments on improved turbines, weirs; stream 
gaging and related topics pioneered hydraulic 
engineering in the United States. They are de-

scribed in his 1855 book, The Lowell Hydraulic 
Experiments. 3 

The development of textile mills in New 
England would also have a dramatic effect on 
another engineer starting his long career at 
about this time. Charles T. Main graduated 
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) in 1876 with a degree in Mechanical En
gineering. After working as an assistant in 
MIT's Department of Mechanical Engineering 
for three years, Main became a construction en
gineer for the mills in Manchester, New Hamp
shire. By 1891, he was Superintendent of the 
Lower Pacific Mills. Over the years, Main engi
neered numerous hydroelectric projects, in
cluding the major developments on the St. 
Lawrence River at Massena and on the Niagara 
River at Niagara Falls. 

By 1879 much was known about the meas
urement of water through hydraulic turbines. 
However, Clemens Herschel (see Figure 3) 
found that the Holyoke mills (which were 
mostly paper mills) used large amounts of wa
ter that remained unmeasured, thereby losing 
considerable income for his employer. Using 
Venturi' s principle, he designed and tested a 
12-inch and a 48-inch diameter meter. This type 
of meter that measured water flow more 
accurately was called a Venturi meter. 

Engineering Education & Training 
When the mills began to operate in America, 
people also saw the need for technical educa
tion. In 1861, MIT was founded by William Bar
ton Rogers, a geologist. Its completion was de
layed by the Civil War, and classes were first 
held on February 20, 1865.4 Also in 1865, John 
Boynton, a tinware peddler, supplied the fund
ing for a technical school in central Massachu
setts. The school, initially known as the 
Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial 
Science, was built in Worcester and enrolled the 
first class in its three-year program in 1868. The 
institute was later renamed Worcester Poly
technic Institute (WPI) in 1887. Its initial teach
ing staff of five included George I. Alden (see 
Figure 4), instructor in theoretical and practical 
mechanics. Alden received his basic education 
at the newly created Lawrence Scientific School 
of Harvard, and was influenced by the early 
hydraulic work in Lowell.and Lawrence.2 
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FIGURE 3. Clemens Herschel. 

Birth of a Hydraulic 
Testing Laboratory 

Alden was an astute engineer and apparently 
well read on the new technologies of his time. 
During his first two decades at WPI, he became 
aware of the hydraulic developments of Fran
cis in Lowell and those of two of Francis' 
former colleagues who had taken positions 
around 1879 at the Holyoke Water Power Com
pany. One of these engineers, Clemens Her
schel, invented the Venturi meter; while the 
other, James Emerson, was responsible for 
building a turbine test facility of 200-cubic
feet-per-second capacity under an 18-foot 
head. This early hydraulic facility (known as 
the Holyoke Testing Flume) was utilized for 
obtaining the efficiency of 139 water wheels 
located in nearby factories, most of which 
were in the paper industry. When its reputa
tion spread, the testing flume was utilized by 
many turbine manufacturers and users of the 
day. As turbines became larger and the value 
of water and head was fully appreciated, the 
efficiency of the "wheels" became a major sell
ing point. At this time, the different aspects of 
efficiency were just starting to be appreciated 
and defined. 
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FIGURE 4. George I. Alden 

During the period from about 1870 to 1890, 
great strides were made to improve the effi
ciency of water-powered machinery due to the 
increase in manufactured goods utilizing lim
ited water supplies. Also, the invention of 
electricity by Thomas Edison and the ability to 
produce this electricity by waterpower fur
ther inspired Alden to formulate plans for fa
cilities at WPI that would be at the cutting 
edge of technology. The institute' s interest in 
waterpower in the late 1880s was probably 
stimulated by the appearance of electric utili
ties in the eastern United States during that 
time. These companies required engineers 
knowledgeable in hydraulics. 

Alden proposed that WPI should build engi
neering facilities, a turbine that could also be 
used for testing and instruction, and a hydrau
lic laboratory. With these facilities, Alden envi
sioned testing relatively large equipment, 
something not normally associated with tech
nical school laboratories. Alden was invited on 
June 8, 1893, to the home of U.S. Senator George 
F. Hoar, a WPI trustee, to present his ideas bef
ore a trustee committee meeting. The commit
tee ended up recommending that the institute 
build the facilities and asked the school to ac
quire the use or ownership of some neighbor-



ing waterpower sites for making tests of hy
draulic machinery. 

Later that year at an alumni dinner, Alden 
presented the proposed facilities for WPI. Al
den indicated that a water-mill power site ex
isted in Chaffinville, a village of Holden, a 
town just to the north of Worcester. Stephen 
Salisbury III, a prominent local industrialist as 
well as a WPI trustee and benefactor, was in at
tendance and questioned Alden as to the exact 
location of this site. Salisbury then indicated 
that he was the owner and would be glad to 
give the school the property for a test facility. 
The Holden site obtained water from a 200-acre 
pond, and two smaller 2-acre and 4-acre ponds 
were on the site, which was located five miles 
from the school. 

The hydraulic laboratory at WPI, estab
lished in 1894, was the third hydraulic labora
tory established at an American school and the 
second at an American engineering school. 
Prior to 1883, the University of California, un
der Frederick Hesse, established the first hy
draulic teaching laboratory. In 1887, Mansfield 
Merriam built a similar laboratory at Lehigh Uni
versity. Merriam was famous for his textbook 
Treatise on Hydraulics, which was first published 
in 1889 and had subsequently gone into ten edi
tions.5 Cornell University followed WPI with a 
laboratory in 1899. As the importance of hydrau
lics grew, many of the U.S. engineering schools 
added laboratories in the early 1900s to supple
ment classroom instruction. Another notable 
laboratory founded about this time was at the 
State University of Iowa. 

Site History 
WPI's Hydraulic Laboratory was located on a 
stream whose flowage rights were acquired by 
John Bigelow in 1726. At that time, this section 
of Massachusetts was called Worcester North 
Half or North Worcester, and it was highly for
ested. Since the area had been recently opened 
for development, Bigelow erected a water
powered sawmill to produce lumber for the 
new inhabitants' houses and other necessary 
buildings. 

Besides running the sawmill, Bigelow was 
active in local politics. In 17 40, armed with ape
tition signed by 25 people, he approached the 
Massachusetts Legislature to have this section 

of Worcester incorporated as a separate town. 
On May 4, 1741, after two petitions, Governor 
Belcher signed the act creating a new town 
called Holden. 

There is little record of Bigelow's activities, 
but in 1753 his property was acquired by Ben
jamin Flagg who built a sawmill of his own. 
The present dams located on Lincoln and 
Shrewsbury Streets were erected by Bigelow 
and Flagg to impound the water necessary to 
power their mills. Unfortunately, the im
poundments flooded valuable hay meadows 
in an area where cultivable land was scarce. 
This situation led to a compromise with local 
farmers whereby the ponds were drained in 
the spring and re-flooded in the late fall. As 
more land was cleared, the farmers relaxed 
their rights to the meadow hay, and in the 
1770s the ponds were allowed to remain full 
all year. Following the War for Independence, 
a grist mill (see Figure 5) was built and oper
ated in conjunction with the sawmills. The 
owner was Samuel Chickering, a blacksmith 
who ran his shop on the site and leased the 
mills. 

All this development in Holden was taking 
place when England was experiencing the In
dustrial Revolution and unrest was brewing in 
the Colonies. Isaiah Tomas, a Boston printer, 
began publishing his rebel newspaper, The 
Massachusett's Spy, from Worcester in 1775. 
John Kay's flying shuttle (1733), James Watt's 
steam engine (1769), Richard Arkwright's spin
ning frame (1769), James Hargroaves's spin
ning jenny (1770), Samuel Crompton's mule 
(1779) and Edmund Cartwright's power loom 
(1783) were the main factors in promoting in
creased production in the textile industries. 
These inventions were indirectly responsible 
for the creation of the laboratory and its early 
involvement in testing turbines used to power 
textile machinery. 

The Embargo Act of 1807 caused great hard
ships in the new American states, and caused 
Americans to look into increased production of 
goods such as textiles, paper and metal. Water 
was a readily available source of power and all 
water sites became important, even those in 
Holden. At this time, Holden, as most of New 
England, was a self-sufficient, agricultural
based community that benefitted by close 
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FIGURE 5. A typical grist mill. 

proximity to a growing city - in this case, 
Worcester. 

In 1817, Royal H. Chaffin acquired the 
Holden site of the future laboratory (see Figure 
6), with sawmill, lumberyard and gristmill. 
Chaffin added wool dyeing and yarn coloring 
operations. In 1819, John Parks acquired the 
sawmill and lumberyard along with a water 
privilege reading "for said sawmill when there 
shall be more than is needed at the grist mill." 
Chaffin, located downstream a,nd perhaps un
comfortable with this situation, eventually re
acquired complete control of the site. His son 
Alfred occupied part of it, manufacturing 
woolen goods used in prison uniforms, and 
later became sole owner of the entire site and its 
water rights. The neighborhood of the site, in
cluding the. mill ponds, was referred to as 
Chaffinville and is shown as such on maps 
from the 1870s. 

During this pre-electric period, mills like 
those at Chaffinville frequently experienced 
destructive fires due to the combination of haz
ardous lighting and heating systems and 
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highly flammable cot
ton, wool and flour 
dust. Alfred Chaffin 
had built a grist mill in 
1870 only to see it de
molished by fire. It was 
rebuilt, only to burn 
again in 1890. Subse
quently, the site 
changed hands several 
times. The names of 
Daniel Hesselton, 
Lewis Rivers and John 
Shewbrook appear on 
deeds of various parts 
of the property. Shew
brook had converted 
the grist mill to a 
shoddy mill used to 
process woolen cloth 
into wool yarn. Later in 
the 1890s this mill, too, 
suffered a disastrous 
fire. 

The deeds of the 
Holden site in the late 
1800s record Stephen 

Salisbury III as the mortgage holder for all the 
proprietors of this site. The Salisbury family 
was a prominent Worcester industrial family 
in the 1800s, and the three Stephen Salisbury's 
had been long associated with WPI. The old
est known photograph, circa 1894, of the site is 
shown in Figure 7. It was taken standing on 
the south side of Shrewsbury Street, looking 
approximately east toward the "red barn" in 
the background. (This barn still exists on the 
site.) The new pipe being installed under 
Shrewsbury Street runs to the original labora
tory. 

Initial Layout 
The first laboratory structure, built on the site 
of Chaffin' s old woolen mill, was a wood 
frame building, 90 feet by 40 feet, erected in 
the summer and fall of 1894 (see Figure 8). This 
site had enough water at a head of 30 feet to 
produce 75 horsepower. A horizontal control 
gate was builtattheexitof PondNo. 2 (see Fig
ure 6), and a 40-inch riveted steel pipe ap
proximately 400 feet long was installed from 



FIGURE 6. Chaffin's map, 1873. 

the gate to the building to supply water for test
ing. A 30-foot-high tower was erected onto the 
building to provide access to glass tubing from 
piezometers located in the steel pipe and the 

flow measuring device (a Venturi meter). This 
building, enlarged and modified several times, 
is still used for flow meter calibration and other 
types of testing. 
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FIGURE 7. Hydraulic Laboratory site, circa 1890. 

Testing Equipment 
Clemens Herschel's Venturi Meter. The first piece 
of equipment for the new hydraulic laboratory 
was a 36-inch by 16-inch Venturi meter de
signed by Clemens Herschel for the 1893 Co
lumbian Exposition in Chicago and the largest 
in the world at that time. A pamphlet published 
for the exposition indicated that the meter was 
the first commercial Venturi meter ever built. 
After the exposition, the meter and its automat
ic recorder were purchased by Stephen Salis
bury III at a cost of $500 and donated to WPI. 
This Venturi meter is shown in its original labo
ratory location in Figure 9. Taps for velocity 
traversing and the U-tube connected to a probe 
should be noted. In the background is an early 
recorder or controller. 

An interesting story exists concerning the 
performance of the meter at the Columbian Ex
position. The meter had been installed in series 
with a piston pump to measure the total water 
supply to the exposition. It was common in 
those days to measure large water flows using 
piston pumps. Knowing the piston displace
ment and the rotational velocity of the pump, it 
was possible to obtain the flow rate, assuming 
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the leakage was insignificant. This technique 
was well accepted as being a very accurate 
method to measure relatively large flows. 
Therefore, at the end of the exposition, the rec
ords of both the Venturi meter and the piston 
pump were compared. A discrepancy of ap
proximately 20 percent was found. After much 
thought and deliberation, the discrepancy was 
attributed to the fact that the Venturi meter was 
relatively new, its theory having been pre
sented by Herschel in a 1887 paper, and that 
there was the possibility that there was a flaw 
in the theory. Herschel could not believe that 
the testing he had performed at the Holyoke 
Water Power Company and later atthe East Jer
sey Water Company could have produced data 
whose results, when applied to the exposition 
meter, would result in a 20 percent error. After 
all, the test meters and the exposition meter 
were of approximately the same size. Herschel, 
therefore, sent one of his engineers to Chicago 
to investigate the inconsistency between the 
two devices. Among the investigations the en
gineer pursued was a walking inspection of the 
site. One of the things he discovered was a 
manhole cover located between the piston 
pump and the Venturi meter. Upon removing 



FIGURE 8. Original buildings and water supply channels in 1907. 

the cover, he noticed that a 12-inch line contain
ing a valve had been installed onto the side of 
the main pipe. Climbing down the manhole, he 
discovered the valve to be wide open. Further 
research traced the 12-inch line to a slaughter 
house. As the result of the investigation, the op
erators of the exposition decided to obtain the 
difference between the flow indicated by the 
piston pump and the Venturi meter and to 
charge the slaughter house for the use of this 
amount of water. 

Absorption Dynamometer. Another piece of 
apparatus for the laboratory was an absorp
tion dynamometer invented, designed and 
commercially sold by Alden, and described in 
the ASME Transactions of 1890.6 Dynamome
ters that were used to measure torque had at
tracted the attention of inventors in the mid-
1800s, who saw a need to measure power out
put and obtain the efficiency of various types 
of mechanical machinery used in the expand
ing mills of the United States. Alden experi
mented for some time with dynamometers 

before coming µp with a design (see Figure 10) 
that for many years was utilized in testing 
automotive and train engines, hydraulic tur
bines and other numerous rotating mechanical 
equipment.6 

The WPI student newspaper, in its January 
15, 1892 issue, described the dynamometer as 
follows: 

"The apparatus is designed for three pur
poses: to maintain an uniform load upon an 
engine under experimentation or test, to ac
curately measure the useful power devel
oped by the engine, and to automatically 
regulate the rate at which energy is absorbed. 

"This dynamometer is essentially a fric
tion brake with comparatively large rubbing 
surfaces, thus giving a low intensity of pres
sure at any one point. Pressure is produced 
by water from a main, and enough water is 
allowed to pass to absorb the heat due to the 
absorbed energy. The rubbing surfaces are 
finished smooth and run in a bath of oil. 
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FIG URE 9. Herschel's Venturi meter installed in the laboratory with velocity traversing probe. 

Automatic regulation is secured by a slight 
angular motion of the brake which operates 
the valve controlling the water supply, and 
hence the pressure. 

"The brake consists of a disc keyed to the· 
crank-shaft of the engine. The disc is fin
ished smooth except for one or more radial 
grooves in each face. The disc is surrounded 
by a cast iron shell consisting of two pieces 
bolted to a ring of the thickness of the disc. 
Two copper plates, concave toward the 
shell, bear against the disc and form with the 
shell two water-tight compartment, the cop
per being "spun" out into a cavity in the iron 
and held in place by driven rings. One cham
ber communicates both with the main and 
the other chamber. A chamber filled with oil 
lubricates the disc by means of the radial 
grooves. The shaft revolves in bearings in 
the shell which carries an arm carrying 
weights. Angular motion of the arm is lim
ited by stops. 
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"The automatic valve consists of two brass 
tubes, one fitted inside the other, but free to 
revolve therein. Each tube has slots nearly 
parallel to its axis, one is connected with the 
supply, the other rigidly with the brake. A 
flexible tube encloses the whole. The valve is 
so adjusted that a small angular motion of the 
brake varies the water passage through the 
slots and the apertures into the chamber be
ing constant, the pressure is thus regulated. 

"The operation of the brake is this: The oil 
chamber is filled and sufficient weight to 
give the required load is hung on the arm. 
The engine is then started and speeded up. 
Water is then admitted to the automatic 
valve in any suitable manner, and thence to 
the chambers. The pressure of the water 
forces the copper plates against the disc, 
thus causing sufficient friction to lift the 
weight arm. This motion operates the auto
matic valve, checking the flow of water to 
the brake, and regulating the moment of 



friction on the disc to the moment of the 
weights on the arm." 

Other Laboratory Equipment. Erected inside 
the laboratory was an 18-inch horizontal Her
cules turbine built by the Holyoke Machine 
Company of Worcester (see Figure 11). The 
wheel was mounted 18 feet below the level of 
Pond No. 2 and had a draft tube 12 feet long. It 
was located immediately downstream of the 
Venturi meter, which was used to measure the 
flow through the turbine. The water dis
charged from the turbine was then directed 
over two 10-foot weirs located in the tail race. 
These weirs served to measure the flow a sec
ond time and, thus, check the Venturi measure
ment. Figure 12 shows an early weir, circa 1907, 
used to measure flow from Pond No. 3 in the 
background. Note that the side edges were 
beveled and a flow distributor was used. 

The test laboratory also included a 12-inch 
water meter, valued at $1,250, which was a gift 
from the mayor of Worcester, Phinehas Ball. 

A copper-lined wooden weighing tank built 
on a 50,000-pound Fairbanks scale was also in
stalled in the laboratory (see Figure 13). The 
scale had been acquired by WPI shortly after 
the Centennial Exposition held in Philadelphia 
in 1876. It had served on a strength-testing ma
chine in another WPI laboratory and had seen 
other duties before coming to Holden. The 
scale was reputed to be so sensitive that it could 
detect a silver fifty-cent piece placed on its plat
form. The tank and scale were almost immedi
ately incorporated into use for student experi
ments and to determine flow for efficiency 
tests. Thus, very early on, flow measurement 
was a major focus of the laboratory since 
weight and time could be easily and accurately 
measured. 

The last piece of equipment for the new labo
ratory was a large hydraulic ram (see Figure 14) 
that was used to supplywaterto an air pressure 
tank that furnished pressure to the meter that 
was used to operate the friction dynamometer. 

Early Use of the Lab 
The control gate from Pond No. 2 was opened 
for the first time in December 1894 and allowed 
water to enter the test facility. On May 8, 1895, 
Professor William W. Bird took two divisions of 

FIGURE 10. The Alden dynamometer. 

senior WPI students to the Hydraulic Labora
tory to perform the first student experiment at 
the facility. The May 18, 1895, issue of the stu
dent newspaper detailed the testing: 
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FIGURE 11. The Hercules turbine with the Alden dynamometer. 

FIGURE 12. An early sharp-edged weir with an approach flow dis~ributor (1907). 
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FIGURE 13. The Fairbanks scale. 

"The work consisted in determining the 
efficiency of the 18-inch Hercules Wheel at 
different speeds, with different gate open

' ings, and finding what speed gives the best 
, efficiency. Each division makes eight tests, 

two on each gate, the gate openings ranging 
from 0,3 to full gate, and the horsepower de
veloped from 15 to 75. In making these tests 
each student has the care of some special 
piece of apparatus, or the reading of one of 
the gauges, and in the subsequent test has a 
different assignment, so that in the several 
tests, he becomes familiar with all parts of 
the plant. 

"The quantity of water used is measured 
before entering the wheel by the Venturi me
ter, and again measured, after passing 
through the wheel, on a ten foot weir, two 
hook gauges being used, one on either side. 
The head on the wheel is measured in col
umns in the tower, while the power devel
oped is shown by the weight on the brake 
and the number of revolutions. The tests 
made were not as exact as could be desired, 
but as the students become more familiar, 
better results may be expected." · 

FIGURE 14. A hydraulic ram. 
I 

WPI took great pride in being able to ad ver
tise that theii: students were being trained on a 
full-sized turbine, using state-of-the-art in
strumentation. It is hard to believe that this 
hydraulic facility, including equipment and 
instruments, was estimated to have cost 
$12,000. 

The early accumulation of equipment and 
instrumentation set the pattern for the future. 
The laboratory staff became adept at acquir
ing, fixing, enhancing or building their own 
equipment and test facilities. This" can-do" at
titude extended to relatively large tasks and 
test facilities. Also, being directly associated 
with industry led the laboratory early on to 
applied fluids engineering - i.e., hydraulics. 
The early interest in efficiency and hy
dropower led to a continuous relationship 
with the U.S. power industry, particularly hy
dropower. 

Hydraulic Instruction 
A driving force behind the success of the Hy
draulic Laboratory was Charles M. Allen (see 
Figure 15). As a senior at WPI in 1894, he 
chose as his thesis to test a 3-foot, 6-inch di
ameter overshot waterwheel he designed 
and constructed on his parent's property in 
Walpole, Massachusetts. The wheel pro
duced about 0.5 horsepower and was used to 
pump water, saw wood and turn the crank of 
an ice cream maker. (As it turns out, this thesis 
was a prelude to Allen's lifetime work.) The test 
apparatus consisted of an Alden absorption 
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FIGURE 15. Charles M. Allen 

dynamometer to measure the power output, a 
2-foot sharp-edged weit to measure the flow 
and a hook gauge to measure the head. 

In June 1894 after his graduation, Allen was 
hired as an assistant in the Department of Me
chanical Engineering at WPl "at a salary of 
$100 for the year; it being understood that he is 
to give half of each day to the service of the In
stitute while he occupies the other half in study 
and investigations." It appears from the rec
ords that although Allen received promotions 
and salary increases during his stay at WPI, his 
half-time teaching schedule persisted through
out his 55-year career. In 1895, Allen's annual 
salary was increased to $700, and in 1896 to 
$900. 

From 1895 to 1900 the Hydraulic Laboratory 
was utilized for student instruction and for 
tests performed by a variety of the teaching 
staff in both the Mechanical and Civil Engi
neering Departments. Transportation to the 
laboratory was by steam railroad, horse-drawn 
buggies or barges, bicycles or shanks mare 
(walking) up the track from Worcester's Green
dale section. By 1903, an electric car line was 
built to Holden and was used by students 
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along with the automobile, which had started 
to appear at about the same time. 

The WPI catalog outlining course work in 
1895 indicated that students were required to: 

• Obtain the efficiency of the Hercules tur
bine; 

• Measure flows with rectangular weirs, 
Venturi meters and water meters; 

• Test a hydraulic ram; and, 
• Measure the head loss in the approach 

piping to the turbine. 

An apparataus for student testing is shown in 
Figure 16. 

Early senior theses at the laboratory during 
its first five years covered a variety of tests in
volving the hydraulic ram and the determina
tion of discharge coefficients for different weir 
types. Some of the early investigations in-· 
valved turbine draft tubes. Although records 
of these tests have not been found, an article in 
the school newspaper indicated that: 

"On Friday, November 8th, Col. James 
Francis, Chief Engineer of Locks and Canals 
on the Merrimack River at Lowell, with his 
chief engineer, Mr. Safford, inspected the hy
draulic plant at Chaffin. Prof. Alden, as
sisted by C. M. Allen, '94, explained the ma
chinery, some of which was run for a short 
time. They were particularly interested in 
the dynamometer and methods used in ex
perimenting with draught tubes." 

This visit was quite an honor for the laboratory, 
considering Francis' many contributions in the 
field of hydraulics and hydraulic turbines. At 
Lowell, both Francis and Uriah Boyden had 
done considerable work in maximizing water 
turbine power output by use of draft tubes that 
conveyed the water from the turbine exit to the 
tailrace. 

At this time and for some years to come, Al
len would be primarily concerned with class
room instruction and turbine testing. Survey
ing instruction also was conducted on the 
laboratory grounds. 

In 1895 WPI decided to establish a Chair of 
Hydraulic and Steam Engineering. To fill that 
position, WPI hired Sidney A. Reeve, an edito-
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FIGURE 16. Student testing apparatus. 

rial writer on The Progressive Age, a publication 
devoted to the gas industry. Reeve was a recog
nized authority on gas engines. 

In the spring of 1896, Alden, disillusioned 
with proposed philosophical changes in engi
neering education at WPI, announced his resig
nation from the school effective July 1, 1896. Al
though Alden, who had twice served as chief 
officer of the school between presidential 
terms, left WPI, his interest in the Hydraulic 
Laboratory, which he had founded and 
headed, continued with frequent financial and 
technical support throughout his lifetime. 

In 1898, Reeve was promoted to full profes
sor and was named to head the newly created 
Department of Hydraulic and Steam Engineer
ing, which included the Hydraulic Laboratory. 
He remained in that capacity until his resigna
tion in 1906. At that time, Allen was named 

Professor of Experimental Engineering and of
ficially became the Head of the Hydraulic 
Laboratory, a position he had held unofficially 
during Reeve's tenure. During his stay at WPI, 
Reeve showed very little interest in the field of 
hydraulics and the operation of the laboratory. 
In fact, it was mentioned in one of the student 
publications that due to his lack of interest, 
Reeve relinquished his teaching duties in the 
hydraulic course to Allen in the middle of a 
term. 

During the initial five-year period of the 
hydraulic laboratory's existence, Allen 
worked toward his master's degree and did 
testing in the area of gears, pulleys, belting, 
pumps and draft tubes. The master's exami
nation given by Alden to Allen in shown in Ta
ble 1. These areas of research showed Allen's 
multi-faceted interests, curiosity and creativ-
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ity. Further proof of Allen's versatility was an 
article in the 1897 WPI Journal written by 
himself and Reeve on "The Crushing Strength 
of Concrete."7 

In 1899 Allen obtained his master's degree. 
His master's thesis, "The Design and Construc
tion of an Oarsman's Indicator," was inspired 
by his brother, who was captain.of the Yale row-: 
ing team. (It is interesting to note that many 
years later one of Allen's research activities at 
the Hydraulic Laboratory involved the testing 
of a rowing tank that would be used to train 
Yale University crews.) As a fallout from his 
thesis, Allen designed an adjustable foot
stretcher rig for shell boats. 

Dynamometer Testing 
Most of the early research and testing at the 
laboratory involved the use of the Alden ab
sorption dynamometer in determining the effi
ciency of different devices such as pumps, 
gears, pulleys belting, motors, etc. 

The 1890s were the beginning of the Ameri
can automotive industry. Pioneers Charles and 
Frank Duryea, Elwood Haynes, Henry Ford, 
Ransom Olds and Alexander Winton started an 
industry that became one of the largest in the 
United States. Allen, always being at the fore
front of new technology, envisioned the use of 
the dynamometer in measuring and improving 
the efficiency of automobile engines, and wrote 
to various motor companies soliciting sales of 
the Alden dynamometer. 

The Alden dynamometer was also popular 
in the early 1900s with many technical schools 
throughout the country. MIT, Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Iowa State, Kansas, Tufts, Colo
rado, Leland Stanford, Maine and other 
schools either bought dynamometers or plans 
for dynamometers. The University of Illinois 
bought one of the largest dynamometers built 
in its day for use in a large locomotive engine 
testing facility. 

Besides teaching at WPI and conducting re
search at the hydraulic laboratory, Allen was 
involved in numerous field tests of water tur
bines in the early 1900s. The rental of the test 
apparatus in those days was $250 per test. Al
len's charges were $25 per day plus expenses. 
Transportation in those days was not always as 
convenient as today. As an example, Allen was 
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TABLE 1. 
Hydraulics Master's Examination 

Questions Given by Alden to Allen 
(June 1894) 

1. What is the theoretical velocity of a liquid 
flowing into a vacuum under a head of 144 
feet? 

2. How many cubic feet would theoretically 
flow in one minute through an area one
twelfth of a square foot? 

3. What causes would in practice modify this 
theoretical flow? About how much would it 
be reduced? 

4. Find the theoretical flow through a 
rectangular notch depth, h, and breadth, b, 
upper edge of notch at surface of liquid. 

5. If 200 cubic feet of water flow per minute 
through a vessel where its sectional area is 
one-seventy-second of a square foot, and the 
hydrostatic head is 12 feet, what is the kinetic 
and what is the potential energy of a quantity 
of the water whose weight is was it passes 
this section? 

6. What is the construction and action of a 
Venturi meter? 

7. Deduce the formula for the quantity of 
water that will flow through a given meter. 

8. Explain the formula: 

~u(v-u)/(1-~) = p g X 

9. What two values of u make the second 
member equal to O? Why should this be so_? 

10. Substitute in the last formula the values of 
u and of~ which make the result a maximum 
and explain the resulting formula. 

Note: The equation is reconstructed from an unclear original. 

given these instructions to inspect a potential 
test site in Maine: 

"Go to Portland, Maine, in the evening. 
Stay overnight and take the train on the 
Maine Central Railroad to White Rock. At 
White Rock take the stage to North Gorham 
and from there to the powerhouse if you re
quest it. It will be a long cold ride and you 
should be well prepared." 



This trip today, in the comfort of a modern 
automobile, would take no more than four 
hours. 

David Gallup & Propeller Testing 
In 1902, David Gallup, a 1901 WPI graduate, 
was appointed as an instructor in the Mechani
cal Engineering Department. Although there is 
no record that Gallup had any interest in hy
draulics, he worked with Allen, as attested by 
his signature that appeared on many curve 
sheets found in the Allen reports of the early 
1900s. Gallup was fascinated and interested in 
automobiles and, especially, automobile en
gines. During his stay at WPI, he gained na
tional recognition for his work, and his engine 
testing plant in the Mechanical Engineering 
Department was visited and used by many 
automotive engineers of the growing automo
bile industry. 

Gallup had read about the December 17, 
1903, flights of Orville and Wilbur Wright in a 
heavier-than-air machine conducted in Kitty 
Hawk, North Carolina. Due to his interest 
and his realization that aviation was in its in
fancy and provided new challenges to engi
neering, Gallup proposed testing nine hand
carved wooden propellers on a rotating plat
form. As he wrote in a July 1911 Aeronautics 
article:8 

"The purpose of the investigation is to de
termine if possible the proper design of a 
propeller to give the most efficient results, 
taking into consideration the varying fac
tors, such as speed, pitch, and diameter ... It 
must not be understood that the stationary 
type of test is considered of much value, for 
it is very evident that the conditions exist
ing, such as circulation over and over a 
given quantity of atmosphere, are very dif
ferent from those met with by a propeller on 
an aeroplane which is going through the 
air." 

Rotating booms, earlier called "whirling 
arms," had been around since 1740 when Ben
jamin Robbins in England built one to study the 
air resistance of projectile forms. In the early 
1750s, another Englishman, John Smeaton, 
used one for windmill tests. Jean Charles Borda 

of France tested various shapes in water using 
a whirling arm in the 1760s. 

Such a rotating test platform, secretly 
funded by Alden, had been built at the Hy
draulic Laboratory in 1908 in Pond No. 2 that 
fed the main laboratory. The facility was called 
the Circular Current-Meter Rating Station and 
is shown in Figure 17. Allen, with two of his 
students, had designed a 42-foot wooden test
ing arm balanced by a 21-foot arm loaded with 
counterweights (stones). The bottom of the 
shaft was supported by a hole drilled in a sub
merged rock located 45 feet from shore and the 
top supports were guy wires attached to dead
men anchored on the shoreline. The rotating 
boom was powered by a 24-inch Hercules wa
ter wheel located under Shrewsbury Street. 
The power was transmitted to the boom by a 
series of pulleys and a rope drive. The maxi
mum speed (at the boom end) was 10 feet per 
second. 

The original purpose of the rotating boom 
was to test hydraulic equipment, especially 
current meters. Testing of such meters in those 
days was usually performed in towing tanks. 
The circular test facility was chosen over a tow
ing tank because the former was much less ex
pensive to construct, allowed longer test runs 
and enabled larger objects to be tested without 
experiencing boundary effects from channel 
sides. It is interesting to note that testing large 
objects was a continuation of the original test
ing concepts of the laboratory. 

In 1911, the wooden boom was replaced by 
an 84-foot diameter steel boom (see Figure 18). 
The same shaft configuration, rope and pulley 
drive (see Figure 19), and waterwheel power 
were used on the refurbished boom. The steel 
was erected in the dead of winter so that the ice 
could be used as an erection platform. Ice also 
made it easy to slide the heavy steel members 
to the boom. This thinking was all in keeping 
with Allen's philosophy of doing things as eas
ily as possible and with the least expenditure of 
money and energy. With the reconstructed 
boom in place, Gallup installed a 75-horse
power electric motor at the center of the boom 
and transmitted its power through a long shaft 
and angle drive to propellers mounted at the 
end of the boom. The thrust of the propeller 
caused the boom assembly to rotate while a 
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FIGURE 17. The Circular Current-Meter Rating Station (wooden boom). 

FIGURE 18. Rotating steel boom (circa 1920). 
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drag device in the water was 
used to calculate the power 
dissipated. Tests on nine dif
ferent propellers, ranging 
from 6 to 7 feet in diameter, 
were conducted by Gallup 
and his students. Thrust 
ranged from 5 to 47 horse
power, and propeller speeds 
ranged from 550 to 1,300 
rpm. 

Testing on the same pro
pellers had also been per
formed on a stationary plat
form erected in the 
Worcester Armory. In spite 
of the relatively similar re
sults of both types of tests, 
controversy existed as to the 
reliability of the tests on the 
rotating boom. Some 
claimed that propellers 
tested on rotating booms 
were unreliable because the 
propeller encountered tur
bulence from its own wake 
after the first revolution of 
the boom, and, therefore, it 
did not see air identical to 
that encountered by heav
ier-than-air machines. To re
solve this conflict, Gallup 
and some of his senior thesis FIGURE 19. Rope drive for steel boom (circa 1920). 
students organized tests us
ing a gasoline engine, mounted on an ice boat 
in the winter (see Figure 20) and on a pontoon 
boat in the summer, to tum various test propel
lers. The straight-line tests were conducted on 
Worcester's Lake Quinsigamond and gave re
sults similar to those achieved on the rotating 
boom. (It was said that some of the students en
countered numerous thrills during testing at 
the lake, especially in the summer when the 
boat had a tendency to "nose over" at higher 
speeds.) 

Throughout its lifetime, the rotating boom 
has been used to calibrate current meters. Dur
ing World War I, Major Victor E. Edwards (an 
1883 WPI graduate) used the boom to conduct 
drag tests on artillery shells. These studies 
proved to be valuable in his subsequent studies 

of artillery shell ballistics at the Aberdeen Prov
ing Grounds in Maryland. Students also used 
current meters in available flow channels (see 
Figure 21). 

Hydroelectric Power 
Besides the great strides being made in the 
automotive, aviation and petroleum indus
tries, the tum of the century saw the use of wa
ter turbines changing from driving machinery 
via belt and gear drives to driving electric gen
erators. Arguably, the first hydroelectric sta
tion had been placed in operation at Appleton, 
Wisconsin, in 1882. Power transmission using 
step-up and step-down transformers had been 
achieved in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, 
in 1886. "Large-scale" hydropower saw its 
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FIGURE 20. Testing propellers using an ice boat (circa 1915). 

birth in the Niagara Falls development in 1895. 
Around the same time the transmission of 
power on small grids began. By 1900, electric 
transmission was at 40,000 volts and would in
crease to 110,000 volts by 1923. 

Field testing of hydro turbines used both for 
power and electric production increased at that 
time. Allen's creative mind saw the need to ac
curately measure the flow of water during 
these tests. Based on the results of the Holyoke 
flume tests and the head on the turbine, he in
vented a flow recorder (see Figure 22) that gave 
continuous flow readings. 

By 1910, Allen had conducted almost one 
hundred tests on hydro turbines and had pub
lished an ASME paper in 1910 on the "Testing 
of Water Wheels After Installation."9 His tur
bine testing experience ranged from tests at the 
famous Holyoke turbine test flume, at hydro
electric power plants throughout the Northeast 
and at paper mills in Maine. At this time, the 
relatively low flows were measured using cur
rent meters or weirs. His concern for installed 
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water-wheel efficiency was always on his 
mind. He frequently mentioned the term "fair 
setting" in his writings on installed turbines. In 
his mind, "fair setting" meant there was more 
to proper turbine operation than testing the 
turbine in the Holyoke Test Flume. Minimizing 
approach head losses, efficient draft tubes, 
regular wheel inspection, clean racks, efficient 
gate operation and all other "hydraulic com
mon sense" plant characteristics taken for 
granted today encompassed his concept of 
"fair setting." He frequently showed plant op
erators and owners the misconceptions they 
had relative to efficiency when operating 
wheels at wide open gate or maximum speed to 
produce maximum power. 

The size of hydroelectric turbines in the 
early 1900s increased exponentially due to the 
high demand from electric-intensive indus
tries, such as chemi\al and steel. Urban centers 
were increasing in size, and electricity for light
ing homes and streets was in great demand. In 
the 1890s, unit sizes were in the 500 



FIGURE 21. Students measuring current (1911). 

horsepower range. By 1901, 10,000-horse
power units were being considered for Niag
ara, and ten years later the figure approached 
20,000 horsepower. Another decade later, units 
140 times the size of the 1890 units were being 
considered. 

Besides the need for electric power, the 
power of hydro turbines increased due to tech
nical advances in turbine designs. The work 
started in the late 1800s by Francis in Lowell 
(and Pelton and Doble on the West Coast) was 
continued. Blade designs were improved and 
efficiencies increased. As the steel industry 
grew, construction techniques also improved. 
All these factors and the relatively low cost of 
hydropower contributed to the sizable growth 
in this industry. 

Although it may seem that Allen was doing 
mostly field tests, the laboratory building was 
being utilized fully for student activities, and 
for testing by Allen and his staff and other WPI 
faculty. By 1908, the facility was considered too 
small, and a "low head lab" (the Water Wheel 

Testing Laboratory) was built across the street 
from the existing facility. Built with funds sup
plied by Alden, this new building was erected 
on the site of the old grist mill. It was 70 feet 
long by 15 feet high and 36 feet wide for half its 
length and 24 feet wide for the other half. A por
tion of the building was used for a machine and 
repair shop. The building contained a large cop
per-lined wooden flume in the basement where 
two vertical 15-inch Hercules water wheels 
were used to power a jack shaft motivating a 
combined rope and belt drive apparatus. 

Alden Hydraulic Laboratory & 
Early Field Testing 
Allen approached research in an applied man
ner that would be followed by the laboratory 
during its existence. The other qualities that set 
the tone for the laboratory were his variety of 
work (demonstrating his grasp of engineering 
fundamentals), his Yankee thrift and the loy
alty of his clients (showing the respect he 
earned in his work). 
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For example, in 1906, Allen was contacted 
by a paper manufacturer in Millinocket, Maine, 
to test turbines used to power grinders that re
duce wooden logs to pulp. The company was 
so satisfied with Allen's work, he tested 13 tur
bines for this company during his career. Some 
of the later tests involved turbines used to pro
duce electricity. 

Early. field testing was not limited to tur
bines. The large use of water in paper manufac
turing and its accurate metering for the pur
pose of billing were problems that had been 
studied by Herschel in the late 1800s at the Ho
lyoke Power Company. In 1908, the same com
pany hired Allen to measure the flow rate in 
different diameter pipes. The tests were made 
at seven different paper mills by using a 
pitometer, invented by Edward Shaw Cole in 
1896, and traversing pipes ranging from 8 
inches to 24 inches in diameter. Some of the 
tests were to check the accuracy of flow meters, 
while others were checks on hydraulic turbines 
used to power machinery. These tests also indi
cated the fact that Allen remained current with 
the technology of his time. 

On October 16, 1908, Herschel visited the Hy
draulic Laboratory. During the tour he noticed 
many valved pipe fittings sticking out of the 
downstream end of his Venturi meter (see Figure 
9). He asked, "What have you got on my meter, a 
bunch of parasites?" Allen replied by inquiring if 
Herschel knew what went on inside the pipe. 
Herschel's reply was that the water velocity 
slows down as the pipe diameter increases. Allen 
assured him this was true for the average veloc
ity. "But what about the velocity distribution 
across the pipe diameter?" asked Allen. Herschel 
replied, "I don't know." At which time, Allen in
formed Herschel of the velocity traverse data that 
had been obtained downstream from the Venturi 
meter's smallest diameter. 

Allen followed in Herschel's footsteps, test
ing in the Holyoke paper mills. He also did 
work for the Proprietors of Locks and Canals in 
Lowell where James Francis had performed 
pioneer studies on turbines and basic hydrau
lics some six decades earlier. At one of the larg
est textile mills of its time, Allen tested a 72-
inch Swain turbine. 

From 1900 to World War I, Allen conducted 
some one hundred and fifty different field tests 
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· FIGURE 22. A double-cylinder flow recorder 
connected to a turbine. 

on various types of equipment. He was held in 
high esteem as a hydraulic engineer, and his 
services were highly sought after throughout 
the United States and Canada. His testing cov
ered all six New England states, New York, 
Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Georgia and 
Alabama, in addition to the Canadian prov
inces of Ontario, Nova Scotia and numerous lo
cations in Quebec. During the same time peri
od, he carried his teaching load at WPI, guided 
research at the Hydraulic Laboratory (which 
included seventy-eight senior theses). His 
reputation, and that of the Hydraulic Laborn-

. tory, were growing as was his knowledge of the 
multitude of turbines and hydraulic equip
ment he tested. 

Two decades after its start, it was obvious 
that the WPI Hydraulic Laboratory was a suc
cess in terms of its practical academics and the 
impressive contributions made by its staff, par
ticularly Allen, in the area of applied research 
and field testing. The laboratory had become 
famous and on May 1915, in honor of the labo
ratory's founder and benefactor, the WPI Trus-
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tees voted to change the name of the laboratory 
to the Alden Hydraulic Laboratory. 

In the same year, Allen received two patents 
from· the U.S. Patent Office. One was for a 
clutch (see Figure 23) operated by hydraulic 
power. This device resembled the Alden dyna
mometer where the applied pressure to the 
plate in the dynamometer was regulated by a 
balanced valve actuated by a centrifugal fly
ball governor. The other patent was for a hy
drostatic recorder (see Figure 24) to be used to 
record pressure variations on a flat rotating pa
per chart. 

Growth of Cities, Industry & 
Electric Power 
As the United States entered the new century, it 
was becoming an industrial giant. When Teddy 
Roosevelt was elected President in 1904, he ex
pressed concern about electric power mo
nopolies and the waste of what was thought of 
as unlimited natural resources. The first Recla
mation Act was passed in 1902 and amended in 
1906 to provide for the sale of electricity from 
federal projects for municipal purposes. Dams 
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FIGURE 24. Allen's hydrostatic recorder. 

were reaching new heights, causing various 
hydraulic challenges in the areas of outlet con
trols, erosion below spillways and flood pre
diction. 

In 1902, the Bureau of Reclamation was 
formed, and Roosevelt Dam in Arizona and 
Pathfinder Dam in Wyoming were well under 
construction. On the Susquehanna River, Holt
wood Dam would be completed about 1910. 
Holtwood is notable because it is a very sub
stantial eastern dam across a major river. This 
overflow dam had a downstream protective 
apron, but there was no stilling basin, the lack 
of which would cause erosion problems over 
the years. Also, there was apparently little con
sideration for migrating fish passage. 

Larger water impoundments and transmis
sion works for water supply were under active 
planning or construction. Flood control works 
were implemented in areas such as New Or
leans, where the Sewerage and Water Board 
was formed in 1899.10 A. Baldwin Wood, a re
markable engineer, was hired and worked 55 
years for the Water Board, developing many in
ventions that eventually helped alleviate 
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flooding problems. His high-capacity pumps 
for lifting water over the levees are notable. 

In the early 1900s, threats to public health 
such as yellow fever, cholera and typhoid fever 
were concerns, and these concerns involved 
both water supply and disposal of sewage. 

By 1914, Worcester's population had grown 
to 166,000. Arguably, more machine tool 
builders, machinists, mechanics and metal 
tradesmen were in Worcester and its suburbs 
than anywhere else in the United States. A par
tial list of products from Worcester and 
Worcester County included steam engines, 
railroad steam engines, saws, steam pumps, 
optical goods, cutlery, shuttles, gauges, drills_, 
and woodworking equipment. Other prod
ucts included corsets, envelopes, railroad 
cars, grinding products, textiles and textile 
machinery, insurance-related businesses and 
lunch-car diners. 

These developments set the stage for the ac
tivities of the WPI Hydraulic Laboratory 
through World War I. 

GEORGE HECKER was appointed 
Director of the Alden Research Labo
ratory (ARL) in 1975, when it was 
part of WPI, and became President in 
1986 when ARL was separately incor

porated. Prior to joining ARL in 1971, he worked for 
Stone & Webster in Boston and for the Tennessee 
Valley Authority before that. With more than 35 
years of experience in solving flow problems using 
physical models, analyses and field studies, he has 
published widely and has served on many national 
professional committees. He has degrees from Yale 
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

ALBERT G. FERRON was employed 
at ARL for 35 years. He also was an 
Adjunct Associate Professor of Me
chanical Engineering at WPI. Upon 
his retirement from ARL in 1992, he 

was Vice President of the Flow Meter Calibration 
Section. Currently, he is employed at the University 
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of Massachusetts Medical School in Worcester, con
tinues as an Adjunct Associate Professor in WPI's 
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
and is active in many community projects. 

BRUCE J. PENNINO is Professor of 
Civil Engineering Technology at 
Sprinefield Technical Community Col
lege. Formerly, he was a Research Engi
neer at ARL for many years. He has a 

B.S.C.E. from Bucknell University and a M.S.C.E. 
from Colorado State University. He has over 30 years 
of civil and hydraulic engineering experience, and is a 
registered professional engineer in Massachusetts. 
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Issues 

The Role of Engineers 
in Creating an 
Environmentally 
Sustainable Future 

An ever-expanding world 
population demands that 
engineers discover ways to 
sustainably manage both 
interaction with other humans 
as well as human interaction 
with the environment. 

structure on which modem society depends. 
Historically, civil engineers were the first prac
titioners of the engineering profession, and 
civil engineers continue to be dedicated to tech
nology development for the common good and 
the general public. 

Basic public works projects have helped re
duced the death rate dramatically, which is one 
of the principal reasons that world population 
has been able to grow so dramatically in the last 
150 years. Improvements in transportation also 
have enabled the rapid migration oflarge num

----------------- · bers of people all over the world and increased 

ANTHONY D. CORTESE 

Civil engineering has played a critical 
role in increasing the quality of life 
over the last 50 years. From developing 

better water supplies, municipal sewer sys
tems, wastewater treatment plants to the de
sign of buildings to protect us from natural 
hazards and provide health care, to improved 
agriculture through water resource develop
ment and distribution projects to rapid and 
dramatic changes in transportation systems, 
civil engineers have developed the basic infra-

the volume of raw materials and finished prod
ucts in international trade 800 times in the last 
century. Also, economic output has increased 
over 20 times, fossil fuel production 30 times 
and industrial production 100 times in the last 
century. Along with this phenomenal growth 
have come some undesirable environmental, 
health and social impacts, particularly in the 
last half century. 

The Need for a 
New Human Perspective 
In the last five decades, the population of the 
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world has more than doubled to 5.9 billion peo
ple and the world's economic output has in
creased fivefold. This astonishing growth has 
no parallel in history and is altering the face of 
the earth and the composition of the atmos
phere. Pollution of air and water, accumulation 
of wastes, destruction of forests, erosion of 
soils, depletion of fisheries and damage to the 
stratospheric ozone layer threaten the survival 
of humans and thousands of other living spe
cies. We are conducting an uncontrolled experi
ment unprecedented in scope and scale that 
represents the reversal of the "natural" evolu
tion that produced clean air and water as well 
as increasingly complex and diverse ecosys
tems - systems that made human evolution 
possible. , 

These changes are the result of unsustain
able and inequitable patterns of production 
and consumption, and are likely to accelerate 
with the addition of 81 million people to the 
planet each year. In Changing Course: A Global 
Business Perspective on Development and the Envi
ronment, Stephan Schmidheiny, chairman of 
the Business Council for Sustainable Develop
ment, points out that we are a society living off 
its natural capital, not its income.1 We are act
ing like a planet in liquidation. Schmidheiny 
calls this behavior bad business. 

These trends prompted the United Nations 
(UN) Conference on Environment and Devel
opment in Rio in 1992, from which emerged a 
declaration of action, "Agenda 21," and some 
treaties and conventions designed to move so
ciety on a path for sustainable living.2 Also rec
ognizing that these trends placed humankind 
at a profound crossroads, scientists around the 
globe (including 102 Nobel laureates) signed 
the World Scientists' Warning to Humanity in 
1992, which reads in part:3 

"Human beings and the natural environ
ment are on a collision course. Human ac
tivities inflict harsh and often irreversible 
damage on the environment and on critical 
resources. If not checked, many of our cur
rent practices put at serious risk the future 
that we wish for human society and the 
plant and animal kingdoms, and may so al
ter the living world that it will be unable to 
sustain life in the manner that we know. 
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Fundamental changes are urgent if we are to 
avoid the collision our present course will 
bring about. 

"WARNING. We, the undersigned, sen
ior members of the world's scientific com
munity; hereby warn all humanity of what 
lies ahead. A great change in our steward
ship of the earth and the life on it is required, 
if vast human misery is to be avoided and 
our global home on this planet is not to be ir
retrievably mutilated." 

Despite these warnings and the rhetoric of 
commitment to address environmental prob
lems, since the Rio Conference in 1992 all of the 
world's living systems have continued to de
cline. Moreover, the degradation of natural sys
tems is likely to accelerate due to the high an
nual growth rate of human population unless 
strategies to meet human needs are made more 
sustainable and just. 

Current strategies to meet human needs are 
not sustainable. Eighty percent of the world's 
resources are being consumed by 20 percent of 
the world's population. The world's poorest 20 
percent earn 1.4 percent of the world's income. 
According to the UN, the income ratio of the 
richest 20 percent to the poorest 20 percent was 
28:1 in 1960; it rose to 74:1 in 1994. For 30 per
cent of the world's population, poor sanitation, 
malnutrition and air pollution are still the ma
jor causes of illness and death. The rural poor 
will increasingly migrate and be transformed 
into an urban poor, and environmental, health 
and social problems will multiply. It is forecast 
that by the year 2005 more people will live in 
urban than in rural areas for the first time in 
history. 

In the United States, air pollution is believed 
to kill more people than automobile accidents 
- more than 60,000 premature deaths per year 
according to the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). By the time population growth 
stabilizes in the twenty-first century, a five- to 
sevenfold increase in the consumption of en
ergy and goods will be needed just to raise the 
consumption level in the developing world to 
that in the industrialized world. Agricultural 
production must increase threefold in the next 
forty years for all humans to have adequate nu
trition even though we are already appropriat-



ing the most productive 40 percent of the land
based biomass for human purposes. Simply to 
maintain the current unhealthy levels of pollu
tion and waste loadings will require an 80 to 90 
percent reduction in pollution generated per 
unit of economic output. This reduction cannot 
be achieved by building more waste treatment 
plants or air pollution control devices. 

The world will need an unprecedented two 
billion jobs in the next twenty to thirty years to 
employ the current 1 billion underemployed 
and unemployed people as well as any new 
job seekers that will enter the market. These 
jobs cannot be provided by economic activity 
that substitutes capital for labor, consumes 
large amounts of materials and energy, and 
creates large volumes of pollution and waste, 
particularly with the current geometric 
growth in population. Paul Hawken points 
out that with a sextupling of population and 
increasing economic output over a hundred
fold, there will arise the reverse of the situa
tion at the start of the industrial revolution, 
which was an abundance of natural resources 
and the ability of the biosphere to assimilate 
wastes: "Our thinking is backwards: we 
shouldn't use more of what we have less of 
[natural capital] to use less of what we have 
more of [people]."4 

There is increasing social and political insta
bility worldwide despite the end of the Cold 
War and despite increased economic globaliza
tion (which many argue contributes to the in
stability). According to Worldwatch Institute 
there is abundant evidence of global' instabil
ity. 5 Some indicators are: 

• There are 27 million environmental refu
gees; 

• There is unprecedented migration of peo
ple from East to West and South to North; 
and, 

• There are 68 regional military conflicts. 

Contributing to the instability are the facts 
that the United Nations has seen its influence 
erode and there is increased isolationism on 
the part of major powers such as the United 
States.5 

As the astronauts said in Apollo 13, "Hous
ton, we have a problem!" There is a societal 

problem caused by the "design" of an eco
nomic and social system that lives off its sup
port system in a degrading, unhealthy and un
sustainable manner. Paradigm shifts in the 
relationship of humans to the environment as 
well as the relationship of humans with each 
other are needed. These shifts must result in a 
societal framework in which humans live in 
harmony with both natural systems and each 
other. However, these results cannot be 
achieved with current thinking. Being the vi
sionary that he was, Thomas Camp recognized 
this in 1963 when he said in his book, Water and 
Its Impurities:6 

"Neither water treatment nor waste treat
ment can be a satisfactory remedy for pollu
tion of our watercourses by pesticide sprays 
or by salt used for melting snow and ice on 
our highways. These materials must be con
trolled at their point of use, because they are 
damaging to land, plants and animals, as 
well as to water. Similarly, excess soil erosion 
cannot be abated by water or waste water 
treatment. Better land use is needed. In wa
ter quality problems, the whole environ
ment must be examined." 

As Albert Einstein has observed, "problems 
cannot be solved at the same level of awareness 
that created them." In the next twenty to forty 
years, society must adopt new strategies that 
allow the needs of an expanding population to 
be met in an environmentally sustainable and 
equitable manner. But current response to the 
situation has been irresponsible and danger
ously inadequate. The prevailing ideology of 
growth has captured Western society's imagi
nation to the degree that much of Western soci
ety continues to believe that more of the same 
resource-intensive and pollution-creating eco
nomic growth remains the best way to serve the 
common good. 

A healthy environment is essential to human 
existence, health and well-being. Humans can 
live for about four minutes without air, four 
days without water, and four weeks without 
food. Plants, animals and the habitats they oc
cupy provide the food that sustains human life. 
The earth and all its living organisms supply all 
of the raw materials needed for human activity. 
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All economic and social systems derive re
sources from, and are a part of, the biophysical 
system called the biosphere. There is no inher
ent conflict between protecting the environ
ment and a strong human economy since the 
environment is the support system for all hu
man activity. As Peter Dunne said in a New York 
Times editorial, "The environment is not a com
peting interest; it is the playing field on which 
all other interests intersect."7 

How We Got Here -
Western Human Beliefs 
Prevailing Western beliefs about humanity 
and our relationship to our environment in
clude: 

• Humans are separate from nature, and are 
the highest and most dominant species on 
evolutionary scale; 

• A denial of the existence of any threats to 
humanity or the environment on a global 
scale; 

• Resources are free and inexhaustible; 
• Technology fixes most problems; 
• Nature has an infinite assimilation and re

mediation capacity; and, 
• Material acquisition and accumulation 

are the most important determinants of 
success. 

As a result, the general public has little 
awareness that a healthy natural environment 
is essential to our very existence. We see our
selves as separate from the natural world and 
are unaware that it provides all the resources 
that make life possible while absorbing our 
wastes and enriching our lives with its incredi
ble diversity of plants and animals. Much of the 
population has little idea about where goods 
come from and where they go. There is also too 
little common knowledge about the destruc
tive impact of pollution on human health. We 
believe that natural and physical resources are 
free and inexhaustible and that the environ
ment can assimilate all our pollution and 
waste. The general public has little idea that it is 
not just industrial enterprise, but the aggregate 
of all human activities - all of the individual 
and the collective daily decisions- that are ir
reversibly changing the earth. 
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Vision for a Just & 
Sustainable Future 
How do we create a life that allows all present 
and future humans to be healthy, have their ba
sic needs met, have fair and equitable access to 
the earth's resources, have a decent quality of 
life and preserve the biologically diverse eco
systems on which everyone depends? Future 
scientists, engineers and business people must 
design technologies and economic activities 
that sustain rather than degrade the natural en
vironment, and enhance human health and 
well-being. Human "systems" must mirror 
natural systems by having us live within the 
limits of these natural systems. We must dra
matically reduce the resource and energy 
throughput of our economies and minimize 
our ecological footprint to maintain the life 
support system that will make a sustainable fu
ture possible. This impetus calls for a New In
dustrial Revolution that builds on the informa
tion and biotechnology revolutions of the past 
half century. 

The vision of a sustainable future is one in 
which: 

• The world population is stabilized at a level 
that is within the short- and long-term car
rying capacity of the earth's finite re-

. sources. What this level should be is the 
subject of much debate. Most agree that 
this level is between eight and nine billion 
people - a level we will reach in the next 
twenty-five to forty years. 

• Resources are used efficiently. Leading or
ganizations (such as the Wuppertal Insti
tute and the Factor 10 Club) and a grow
ing number of individuals (such as Ernst 
von Weizsacker, Paul Hawken and Am
ory Lovins) have been calling for a huge 
increase in resource productivity - by a 
factor of 4 to 10 in order to increase wealth 
for 80 percent of the world's population 
and to decrease environmental impact. 
This increase is critical because the 
world's heavily industrialized economy 
is incredibly wasteful in its use of re
sources while the planet has a finite 
amount of resources and a finite ability to 
absorb and process wastes. For example, 



only 3 percent of the total energy pro
duced by a nuclear or coal-fired power 
plant ends up lighting an incandescent 
bulb. In their recently released book, Fac
tor Four: Doubling Wealth, Halving Resource 
Use, Ernst von Weizsacker and Amory 
and Hunter Lovins call for a revolution in 
energy and resource productivity and 
provide over 50 demonstrated examples 
of factor 4 increases in energy, material 
and transportation productivity from a 
variety of institutions around the world.8 

With a few exceptions, the examples cost 
less than conventional means of doing 
business and they resulted in increased 
social and economic as well as environ
mental sustainability. From 1973 to 1986, 
the U.S. economy grew by 40 percent, yet 
energy consumption did not increase. 
Higher prices in oil led to industrial con
servation and government efficiency 
standards for automobiles, refrigerators 
and electric motors. The economy saved 
$160 billion a year. However, there is still 
room for improvement. Germany and Ja-

. pan obtain twice as much economic out
put per unit of energy consumed as the 
United States and ten to twelve times as 
much as China. Since 1986, the price of oil 
has fallen to a historical low due to the 
success of conservation. As a result, in the 
United States, the size (witness the 
growth in gas-guzzling sport/utility ve
hicles that now make up 45 percent of new 
car sales) and number of automobiles and 
the number of miles driven has continued 
to grow, driving energy consumption up 
steadily each year. The United States now 
imports more oil just for gasoline than the 
total amount of oil imported during the 
1973 oil crisis. 9 

• We mirror, learn from and live within natural 
systems. Humans are the only species on 
earth that produce waste that cannot be 
used as a raw material or a nutrient for an
other species. Also, we are the only spe
cies to produce wastes that can be broadly 
toxic and that are toxic for long periods of 
time. A sustainable society would elimi
nate the concept of waste. Waste is not 
simply an unwanted and sometimes 

harmful byproduct of life; it is a raw mate
rial out of place. Waste and pollution dem
onstrate gross inefficiency in the eco
nomic system since they represent 
resources that are no longer available for 
use and/or create harm in humans and 
other species. A sustainable economy 
would mirror nature's "circular" method 
of using matter and employ the concepts 
of design through which all waste would 
be the "food" (waste= food) for another ac
tivity. This idea is illustrated in the con
cept of industrial ecology. Metal extraction 
and conversion would be replaced by 
strategies to continuously cycle existing 
metals through the economy. For exam
ple, recycling aluminum rather than using 
virgin bauxite ore cuts energy use by 95 
percent and pollution by 99 percent. 

• We use renewable resources at a rate less than 
or equal to the natural environment's ability 
to regenerate the resource. This practice 
means living off environmental income, 
not capital - for example, utilizing sus
tainable forestry, sustainable fishing and 
sustainable agriculture. Every ton of pa
per made from recycled fiber saves sev
enteen trees and cuts air and water pollu
tion 30 to 50 percent. Organic farming 
and agricultural production that mini
mize the use of pesticides and fertilizers, 
while conserving soil and water, are safer 
and more sustainable. 

• We rely directly on solar energy to drive our 
economic system. Over 85 percent of the 
world's energy comes from fossil fuels. 
This form of energy use causes major en
vironmental and health problems such as 
black lung disease, air pollution, acid rain, 
oil spills and global climate change. The 
desire for a continuing "cheap" supply of 
fossil fuels historically in the last half
century has had enormous military and 
economic costs to keep oil and gas flowing 
around the world, especially from the 
Middle East. Moreover, this fossil fuel de
pendence is economically unsustainable 
for more than a few decades - it takes 
10,000 days for nature to create the fossil 
fuels that we currently consume in one 
day. 
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• We increase production of durable, repairable 
goods and eliminate persistent, toxic and bio
accumulative substances. At the same time, 
we eliminate disposable goods as much as 
possible and detoxify the production pro
cess by minimizing the use and discharge 
of toxic substances. Products are designed 
for "disassembly" so that the materials 
can be utilized in making new products. 
For example, several automotive manu
facturers are redesigning automobiles so 
that 90 percent or more of the materials 
can be recycled into new automobiles. In 
1993, one of the world's leading manufac
turers of shaving equipment-had reduced 
its Toxic Release Inventory wastes 
(United States EPA definition) in this 
country by 97 percP,nt from the company's 
1987 level. According to Factor Four, be
tween 1981 and 1993, a large chemical 
manufacturer developed a division-wide 
directive wherein 2,400 workers imple
mented 1,000 projects (costing under 
$200,000) to save energy or reduce waste.8 

For the 575 projects subsequently audited, 
the average annual return on investment 
was 204 percent and the annual savings 
was $110 million. 

• We focus on providing the ultimate ends of 
products or services not the products or services 
themselves. German chemist Michael 
Braungart and Bill McDonough have in
vented the concept of products of service.10 A 
key to resource efficiency is to understand 
products as a means to deliver a service to a 
customer. For example, people do not want 
energy, they want the service it provides 
such as heat or light. Similarly, people want 
access to people, places, things and experi
ences not necessarily increased transporta
tion. One example of a company that has 
adopted this concept leases carpeting. The 
lessee gets the service of the product -
warmth, softness, acoustic value and aes
thetics for a fee. When the carpet is worn 
out, the company takes it back and recycles 
it into new carpet. 

• We create low-energy-consuming transporta
tion systems. We must accelerate the devel
opment of alternative fuel vehicles that 
minimize and eventually eliminate de-
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pendence on fossil fuels and accelerate the 
use of mass transportation. 

• All people understand their connection to the 
natural world and to other humans. We un
derstand our "ecological footprint" - i.e., 
we know where products and services 
come from, where wastes go, and what 
they do to humans and other living spe
cies. We appreciate that driving a car in 
Ohio may cause flooding in Bangladesh 
through global warming, or that cutting 
down forests in Brazil may deprive some
one in Hungary of a lifesaving drug. For 
all people (led by professionals such as en
gineers), minimizing our ecological foot
print and "walking lightly" on the planet 
is second nature. 

• All current and future generations of humans 
are able to meet basic needs, pursue meaning
ful work and have the opportunity to realize 
full human potential personally and socially: 
The average American receives 3,000 ad
vertising messages per day oriented to
ward consumption. The American public 
is often portrayed as a group of consum
ers, not citizens. But increased consump
tion and material acquisition alone has 
not led to a happier, safer and more se- · 
cure population in the United States, nor 
has it done so elsewhere. The prestigious 
Councils of the Royal Society of London 
and the United States National Academy 
of Sciences issued a statement calling for 
an urgent need for better understanding 
of human consumption and related be
haviors and technologies, so that effec
tive action may be taken to expedite the 
transition to a sustainable, desirable life 
for the world's people in the coming cen
tury.11 In the statement the organizations 
said, "It has often been assumed that 
population growth is the dominant prob
lem we face. But what matters is not only 
the present and future number of people 
in the world, but also how poor or affluent 
they are, how much natural resource they 
utilize, and how much pollution and 
waste they generate. We must tackle 
population and consumption together." 
Sufficiency of resource use and accumula
tion is as important as resource efficiency 



and productivity. Beyond meeting basic 
needs, we must examine non-material 
ways to fulfill our needs for security, be
longing, personal development and hap
piness that transcend materialism - a 
goal of most major spiritual and religious 
movements. 

• We institute timely economic, social and envi
ronmental signals that encourage environ
mentally and socially sustainable behavior. 
The economic measures of success we use 
today, such as the gross national product 
(GNP) and consumer price index, dis
courage conservation and encourage 
waste, consumption and the substitution 
of capital for jobs. The price of goods and 
services reflects all the profits to the pro
ducers but does not include all of the so
cial, environmental and health costs to so
ciety. In a sustainable society, we would 
have more development-i.e., qualitative 
improvement in people and value added 
to resource use than quantitative growth 
in resource and energy intensive econo
mies. Several national and international 
organizations and thousands of individu
als have called for full cost (including so
cial and environmental) accounting for 
economic activities, the development of 
macroeconomic indicators that truly re
flect societal well-being (e.g., Index for 
Sustainable Economic Welfare, Genuine 
Progress Indicator) and taxation policies 
that taxes the undesirables (energy and re
source consumption) and not the desir
able (employment and investment). 

• Nations act like a global family. We must 
change the relationship between the de
veloped and the developing countries. In
dustrial countries must reduce their con
sumption of the world's resources in the 
face of the desperate need of developing 
countries to improve health and to reduce 
poverty, social instability and population 
growth. A child born in the United States 
today will consume as much of the earth's 
resources and produce as much waste as 
more than 100 Bangladeshi children. We 
also need new approaches for transferring 
technology, for training and education, 
and for providing financial assistance to 

developing countries. These approaches 
must address population stabilization, 
improving the educational and social 
status of women, the international debt 
problem and the need for sustainable eco
nomic strategies. 

The Role of Engineers 
Engineers must lead this new industrial revo
lution. There is some excellent leadership by 
professional organizations such as the World 
Engineering Partnership for Sustainable De
velopment, the World Federation of Engineer
ing Organizations (WFEO) and the World Busi
ness Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD) to make sustainable development a 
high priority in engineering and business -
both in practice and in the education of future 
engineers. These organizations are promoting 
codes of practice, education, mentoring pro
grams and policy changes that will encourage 
the engineering profession to lead this revolu
tion. 

A current fundamental problem is the un
derlying assumption (by many) that environ
mental protection should be left to environ
mental professionals such as environmental 
engineers. However, environmental specialists 
alone will not help us move toward a sustain
able path. All humans consume resources, oc
cupy ecosystems and produce waste. We need 
all professionals to carry out their lives and ac
tivities in a manner that is environmentally 
sound and sustainable. In addition, the current 
education and training of most environmental 
professionals who are and will be employed by 
government, industry, academia and environ
mental organizations is narrowly focused and 
incomplete. Most of these professionals are 
trained in dealing with a subset of environ
mental problems such as air pollution, water 
pollution or hazardous waste, but are not 
trained to deal with environmental issues in an 
integrated and comprehensive fashion. The fo
cus of training is on controlling pollution and 
waste once created and in remediating envi
ronmental damage, rather than reducing or 
eliminating pollution and waste generation at 
the source. 

Designing a sustainable future requires a 
paradigm shift toward a systemic perspective 
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that encompasses the complex interdepend
ence of individual, social, cultural, economic 
and political activities and the biosphere. The 
engineers of the future must be much more in
terdisciplinary - the lines between the tradi
tional engineering disciplines must be much 
more fluid or removed completely. Engineers 
will have to join forces with biologists, chem
ists, meteorologists, economists, planners, po
litical scientists, ethicists and community 
leaders in unprecedented ways to lead society 
on a sustainable path. Since it is likely that we 
will double the amount of housing and build
ing construction in the twenty-first century 
(and buildings utilize a tremendous amount 
of materials and energy), it is imperative that 
civil engineers team up with architects, plan
ners and other engineers to revolutionize con
struction. 

There is a special role for civil/ environ
mental engineers in the future. Rather than pri
marily designing technologies to control or re
mediate pollution, environmental engineers 
will be the inter-disciplinary systems special
ists who will bring together, coordinate and 
manage all the specialists to solve complex en
vironmental problems and promote sustain
able development. 

Moreover, all engineers must play a much 
stronger role in the public policy process to pro
vide the right incentives for industry and oth
ers to move on a sustainable path so that engi
neers can be encouraged and supported to 
design sustainable technology. As Don Roberts 
advocates, engineers themselves must become 
better informed of the interdependence of en
vironmental, economic, health and social is
sues, so that we can inform others and become 
leaders.12 Otherwise, the agenda will be set by 
others who neither know the benefits nor the 
limits of technology in a sustainable modern 
society. 

Educating Engineers for 
Sustainable Development 
Such a shift in the thinking, values and actions 
of all individuals and institutions worldwide 
calls for a long-term societal effort to make en
vironmental and sustainability concerns a cen
tral theme in all education, particularly for en
gineers, economists and business people. If we 
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are to achieve a sustainable future, institutions 
of higher education must provide the aware
ness, knowledge, skills and values that equip 
individuals to pursue life goals in a manner 
that sustains human and non-human well
being. This "retooling" is critical since higher 
education prepares most of the professionals 
who develop, manage, teach in and influence 
society's institutions. 

Several prominent engineering schools are 
making important strides, such as the Georgia 
Institute of Technology making sustainable 
technology a core mission and the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology with its Program 
in Environmental Education and Research 
(PEER). Despite these efforts and those of a 
number of colleges and universities that have 
active environmental studies programs and 
train graduate professionals, education and re
search about the interdependence of, and a sus
tainable relationship between, humans and the 
rest of the environment is not a priority in 
higher education. As David Orr has said, "The 
.crisis of humanity and the biosphere is a crisis 
of mind, perception and heart. It is not a prob
lem in education; it is a problem of educa
tion."13 To date, no engineering school in the 
United States (and quite possibly in the world) 
has made design for the environment, indus
trial ecology, pollution prevention or the rela
tionship of technological development to sus
tainability the cornerstone of engineering 
education. 

Future Engineering Education 
The content of learning must embrace an in
terdisciplinary, systemic approach to address 
environmentally sustainable development 
on local, regional and global scales over 
short, medium and inter-generational time 
periods. 

The context of learning must change to make 
the human/ environment interdependence an 
integral part of normal teaching in all engineer
ing disciplines rather than isolated as a special 
course or module in a program for environ
mental specialists only. Because the environ
ment provides the basis for life and is a major 
determinant of the quality of life, it must be a 
fully integrated and prominent part of all edu
cation. Students must understand that we are 



all an integral part of nature and that we are 
coevolving with all the other species in the bio
sphere. All engineers must learn a number of 
concepts and skills such as: 

• Systems thinking; 
• How the natural world (including hu

mans) evolved and works; 
• The interdependence of humans and the 

environment including the relationship of 
population, consumption, culture, social 
equity, health and the environment; 

• How to assess and minimize the ecologi
cal footprint of human economic activ
ity; 

• Technical, design, scientific and institu
tional strategies and techniques that fos
ter sustainable development, promote en
ergy and natural resource efficiency and 
conservation, mirror natur!ll system re
source use and cycling, remediate envi
ronmental problems, and preserve bio
logical diversity; 

• Social, cultural, legal, market and govern
mental frameworks for guiding sustain
able development; and, 

• Strategies to motivate environmentally 
just and sustainable behavior by indi
viduals and institutions. 

It is important that the educational process in
clude an experiential education component to 
provide students with the opportunity to prac
tice these skills on the campus and in the larger 
community, including in industry and govern
ment. 

Recognizing the need to assist higher educa
tion in making this transition, a small group led 
by Senator John Kerry established Second Na
ture, a non-profit organization located in Bos
ton. Its sole purpose is to increase the capacity 
of higher education to make justice and sus
tainability "second nature" in its learning, re
search, operations and community outreach. In 
its four years of existence, it has provided tech
nical assistance, educational materials and 
helped train over 700 faculty and staff and be
tween 25,000 to 30,000 students in 25 universi
ties across the United States. Its sister organiza
tion, the Consortium for Environmental 
Education in Medicine (CEEM), is providing 

similar services to medical schools in Massa
chusetts, Rhode Island and Texas. Both Second 
Nature and CEEM and four other organiza
tions - Management Institute for Environ
ment and Business, Center for Respect of Life 
and Environment, National Wildlife Campus 
Ecology Program and Association of Univer
sity Leaders for a Sustainable Future - have 
formed an Alliance for Sustainability through 
Higher Education to expand each member 
organization's scope and effectiveness to pro
mote education for sustainability. These ef
forts are important but represent a tiny frac
tion of the effort that is needed to move higher 
education and society on a just and sustain
able path. 

Conclusions 
As a society, we have two choices. First, con
tinue business as usual -promote population 
and rapid economic growth that maximizes 
throughput of materials and energy and then 
head for the new horn of plenty, with no time 
for recycling, efficiency or restoration as the 
cure for all our social, health, political and envi
ronmental problems. Let nature set the limits 
that will come through environmental col
lapse, poverty, malnutrition, social instability 
and war. (One definition of insanity is doing 
the same thing over and over again and expect
ing a different result each time.) 

A second choice is for humans (as the most 
self-aware species that can also learn very 
quickly) to take deliberate individual and col
lective steps to find civilized and cooperative 
ways to live in harmony with each other and 
the rest of nature. Accepting this path means 
respecting, mirroring and living within na
ture's limits, using energy and resources as ef
ficiently as possible, maintaining the integrity 
of the life-support system and helping all peo
ple meet their needs. 

The Chinese character for "crisis" is made up 
of two characters, "danger"+ "opportunity": 

Crisis = Danger + Opportunity 

There is danger ahead but there is also great op
portunity. It is hoped that we, as engineers, are 
up to the challenge to make the best of the op-
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portunity to design the technology that will 
lead us to a sustainable future. 

NOTES - This article was adapted from the 
author's Thomas R. Camp Lecture presentation to 
the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, sponsored by 
the BSCES Environmental Technical Group and 
held on March 31, 1998. The three automotive 
manufacturers that are redesigning vehicles so that 
they can be recycled are Volkswagen, Volvo and 
BMW. The Gillette Company reduced its wastes by 
97 percent in six years. The Dow Company's Louisi
ana Division undertook the thousand projects to 
save energy or reduce waste. Interface adopted the 
"Evergreen Lease" program to lease and recycle car
peting. 
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Construction Considerations 

Deep Foundations 
Integrity Testing: 
Techniques & 
Case Histories 

Integrity testing can identify 
defects and serve as a means 
to evaluate and modify 
foundation design and 
construction. 

LES R. CHERNAUSKAS & 
SAMUEL G. PAIKOWSKY 

D eep foundations integrity testing is em
ployed to assess the soundness of in
place constructed elements. The in

creased use of these members in the New Eng
land area over the past 20 years has resulted in an 
increased demand for quality control testing. In~ 
tegrity testing is the process by which the sound
ness of the inspected object can be determined. 
Integrity testing of deep foundations has become 
common due to the combination of construction 
requirements and technological advances. 
Growth in the use of in-place constructed foun
dations (e.g., drilled shafts), along with higher de-

sign loads and a more litigious legal climate, have 
spurred the need for integrity testing. Advances 
in the areas of instrumentation, data acquisition 
and signal processing accompanied the in
creased power of personal computers. These ad
vances enhanced the capabilities and reduced the 
cost of developing methods for the integrity 
evaluation of foundations. 

Deep foundations integrity testing mostly 
applies to foundations constructed from con
crete/ grout - such as drilled shafts, drilled 
mini-piles, pressure-injected footings and pre
cast concrete piles. Testing is required for qual
ity control during construction to detect flaws 
in the pile (e.g., necking, cracking, voids, poor 
quality material, etc.). Such defects are applica
ble to cast-in-place (or injected in-place) con
crete piles and, to a lesser extent, to precast con
crete piles. In some cases, the foundation 
length must be determined. Integrity testing 
can be performed on any deep foundation type 
(including timber and steel piles) with some 
methods capable of determining foundation 
length even when the foundation is not directly 
accessible (e.g., structure/ cap coverage of the 
pile's top).1 
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FIGURE 1. A typical crosshole sonic logging 
(CSL) test set-up showing a) the transmitter 
and receiver placed at different depths and b) 
a plan view of the CSL tubes noting possible 
test configurations. 

Determining the integrity of a material can 
be accomplished by either intrusive or non
intrusive methods. Intrusive methods are more 
conventional and include drilling, coring or 
penetration via preinstalled conduits. These 
methods can include destructive testing (e.g., 
on core samples), which provides direct infor
mation about the condition of the structure un
der consideration. However, the use of intru
sive methods may compromise structural 
integrity once testing is completed. Non
intrusive testing can provide information 
about the condition of the structure without al
tering its structural integrity. Integrity testing 
by non-intrusive methods is often more cost ef-
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fective, but it requires sophisticated equipment 
and specialty training to yield meaningful re
sults. A number of sources provide more exten
sive information and analyses of non
destructive testing (NDT) methods.2-5 

Background 
Two techniques broadly categorize pile testing: 
small-strain and high-strain testing. Small
strain testing is aimed at investigating the pile 
integrity alone and is based on the measure
ment of sound/ stress waves by either direct 
transmission or reflection. Common direct 
transmission techniques include: 

• Crosshole sonic logging (CSL); 
• Single-hole sonic logging (SSL); and, 
• Parallel seismic logging. 

In these methods a sonic pulse is produced by 
one transducer (transmitter) and the signal is 
picked up by another transducer (receiver). 
The transducers typically consist of a geo
phone or accelerometer. The methods differ in 
the location of the transducers and the pulse 
generation method. Common surface reflec
tion techniques include: 

• Pulse echo (or, sonic echo); 
• Transient dynamic response (or, impulse 

response); and, 
• Conventional high-strain dynamic testing. 

In these methods, the reflections of waves gener
ated at the top of the pile are measured. Since 
both generated and reflected signals are meas
ured at the same location, more sophisticated in
strumentation (typically, accelerometers and 
strain gages), data acquisition and signal proc
essing procedures must be employed. The major 
difference among these techniques is whether 
the generated impact pulse propagates under 
high-strain or low-strain conditions. 

Other common reflection techniques in
clude the use of high-frequency, electromag
netic pulses (such as x-rays or microwaves). 
These methods are more commonly used for 
subsurface soil evaluation (e.g., stratification, 
groundwater and bedrock) and/ or concrete 
slab mapping (e.g., rebar, voids, thickness and 
condition determination) .. 



Direct Transmission 
Techniques 
Crosshole SonicLogging (CSL) 
Technique. The most com-
mon direct transmission in-
tegrity testing method is 
CSL ( or, in Europe, sonic cor
ing). The method is used to 
evaluate the condition of the 
concrete within cast-in
place piles (caissons or 
drilled shafts) as well as 
slurry or diaphragm walls. 
A piezoelectric transducer is 
used to generate a signal 
that propagates as a sound 
(compression) wave within 
the concrete and another 

Threshol.d 

Noise 

Time (µsec) 

transducer is used to detect FIGURE 2. CSL typical testing signal. 
the signal. Each transducer 

. is placed into a vertical PVC or steel tube that C = .JE • g I y 
has been attached to the reinforcement cage 
and filled with water prior to concrete place
ment. The water acts as a coupling medium be
tween the transducer and the tube. A typical 
tube arrangement and testing principles are 
presented in Figure 1. 

The source and receiver transducers are 
lowered to the bottom of their respective tubes 
and placed so that they lie in the same horizon
tal plane. The emitter transducer generates a 
sonic pulse ( on the order of 10 pulses per sec
ond), which is detected by the receiver in the 
adjacent tube. The two transducers are simulta
neously raised at a rate of around 1 foot per sec
ond until they reach the top of the drilled shaft. 
Typically, this process is repeated for each pos
sible tube pair combination (perimeter and di
agonals). Figure lb shows the six tube combi
nations that can be tested (logged) using a 
configuration of four tubes within a drilled 
shaft. Increased shaft diameter calls for a larger 
number of tubes, which increases the number 
of combinations and, thereby, the resolution of 
the testing zone. 

In homogeneous, good-quality concrete, the 
stress/sound wave speed, C, is typically 
around 12,000 to 13,000 feet per second and is 
related to the modulus, E, and unit weight, 'Y, 
and the gravitational acceleration,g, as follows: 

If for any reason the condition of the con
crete is compromised, the wave speed will be 
reduced relative to the value of the wave speed 
in sound .concrete. Figure 2 presents a typical 
sonic signal for which the propagation time be
tween the transducers is measured. The verti
cal axis is the signal amplitude (in microvolts) 
and the horizontal axis is the time (in microsec
onds). The point where the amplitude begins to 
rapidly fluctuate indicates the arrival time of 
the signal to the receiver ( or, the threshold 
time). Since the distance between the two tubes 
is known, the wave speed of the concrete be
tween the tubes can be evaluated. The signal 
arrival times can then be plotted by depth to 
generate a log for the particular tube combina
tion (see Figure 3). In addition to the threshold 
times, the energy of each signal may also be 
plotted by depth. This information can be used 
to compare signals of one zone to another 
where lower energy and/ or longer arrival 
times correspond to compromised concrete 
quality and/ or a defect. 

Advantages to this method include the di
rect assessment of pile integrity and the ability 
to position the transducers in different eleva
tions to create more signals, allowing the devel
opment of a tomographic presentation of the 
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energy against depth for a 
typical pair of tubes without 
defects is shown in Figure 4. 
The threshold time and calcu
lated energy do not vary with 
depth, indicating uniform 
concrete with a wave speed of 
around 12,900 feet per second 
(tube spacing of 2 feet di
vided by average threshold 
time of 155 µsec). Approxi
mately zero energy and no 
signal in the upper 6 feet are a 
result of the tubes sticking up 
above the top of the shaft. 

Figure 5 presents the CSL 
test results for a pair of tubes 
indicating a soft bottom con
dition. The increased thresh
old time and decreased en
ergy over the lowermost few 

FIGURE 3. CSL results in the form of threshold time and energy feet suggest the influence of 
versus depth. a slurry cake or a slurry/ soil 

investigated zone. The limitations of the 
method include detecting defects only when 
they exist between the tubes. Testing can be 
performed only on drilled shafts for which ac
cess tubes have been installed. Also, the 
method can only be used for drilled shafts, 
since other deep foundations are usually too 
small or are constructed using methods that do 
not lend themselves to accommodate the ac
cess tubes. Debonding between the tubes and 
concrete is common if testing occurs long after 
concrete placement. Testing in fresh concrete is 
also difficult since certain zones may cure at a 
slower rate, creating difficulties in the interpre
tation of the threshold time and energy.·These 
zones may be interpreted, therefore, as poor
quality concrete. 

CSL Case History. CSL testing was required 
for over 30 drilled shafts installed for the sup
port of a state highway bridge in New Hamp
shire. The shafts were constructed using steel 
casing to the top of the rock. The soil was re
moved along with the casing and a 6-foot rock 
socket was advanced below the surface of the 
rock. The CSL tubes were attached to the rein
forcement and placed within the shaft prior to 
placing the concrete. A plot of threshold time and 
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mixed with the concrete at 
the bottom of the rock socket. The soft bottom 
conditions were also encountered in several 
other shafts. Since all shafts had 6-foot rock 
sockets, their load-carrying ability did not rely 
on end bearing and the soft bottom conditions 
were deemed not to affect their performance. 

Figure 6 presents the CSL test results for a 
shaft in which a defective zone was identified 
in the upper 14 feet. During the placement of 
the concrete and the pullout of the casing some 
of the surrounding soil along the upper 26 feet 
collapsed. As a result, the concrete level 
dropped 12 feet and a contaminated concrete 
zone was suspected. The extent of the contami
nation was not known at the time, and the CSL 
test log for other tube pair combinations (in ad
dition to the data presented in Figure 6) con
firmed that the upper 14 feet consisted of a zone 
of compromised concrete. This zone was 
chipped out, removed and replaced with new 
concrete. 

Debonding between the tube and the con
crete can create similar signal patterns to those 
that were detected for the compromised con
crete. It is extremely important, therefore, to 
obtain both the installation log and nearest soil
boring log for each shaft to aid in CSL test inter-
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FIGURE 6. CSL threshold time and energy versus depth (defec
tive zone in upper 14 feet). 

energy signal (see Figure 3) 
simultaneously. The detec
tion of a possible defective 

pretation. For example, similar signals that 
were recorded in the upper few feet of other 
shafts in the same project were attributed to 
debonding. The major reason was that those 
CSL tests were performed almost two months 
after the concrete placement, thereby allowing 
sufficient time for the tubes to separate from 
the surrounding concrete in the upper shaft 
zone. 

Recent Advances in CSL Testing. Following re
cent technological advances, a new concept in 
NDT equipment has emerged. 6,7 The use of 
laptop/portable PC-based systems and modu
lar equipment components seem to be taking 
the place of the current dedicated systems. 
Naturally, the new concept allows small size, 
lighter, independent equipment with broader 
NDT applications. Such equipment has the ad
vantage of employing common operating sys
tems conforming to other requirements (i.e., 
graphics presentations, spreadsheet, database 
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zone allows the acquisition 
of data in different sections by tracking the 
depth of both transmitter and receiver and its 
use in tomographic analysis, outlining the de
fective zone. The test system will probably re
sult in a new generation of NDT equipment that 
is better suited for versatile testing demands, 
advanced analyses and field applications. 

Additional Direct Transmission 
Techniques 
Single-hole Sonic Logging (SSL). SSL is a varia
tion of the direct transmission CSL method in 
which the source and receiver are placed in the 
same tube and the signal travels in a vertical di
rection (see Figure 9). The method is limited to 
defects adjacent to the tube and is usually used 
only when a drilled shaft requires integrity as
sessment after construction. Due to high coring 
costs, a single hole typically is advanced (of
ten down the middle) to the bottom of the 
shaft or slightly below the depth where a de-



feet is anticipated. It may 
also be desirable to perform 
SSL tests during CSL testing 
to isolate the location of a de
fect at a certain depth (i.e., 
determining whether the 
defect identified by using 
CSL is adjacent to the tube 
or in between the tubes). 
Brettman and Frank de
scribe a comparison be
tween CSL and SSL tests.8 

Parallel Seismic Logging. 
Parallel seismic logging is an
other direct transmission in
tegrity testing variation of the 
CSL test. The method is per
formed primarily for the as
sessment of the depth of older 
foundations. Although large FIGURE 7. Layout of field screen for shaft identification. 

voids or bulges can be identi-
fied along the deep foundation edge, it is not 
typically used for identifying defects. Figure 10 
presents the procedure in which a boring is 

. drilled in the ground adjacent to the existing 
deep foundation (usually within 2 to 3 feet of the 
deep foundation edge). The drilled hole is ad
vanced well beyond the estimated tip elevation 
to ensure that the entire deep foundation profile 
can be logged. A capped PVC 
tube is placed within the 
drilled hole and surrounded 
with bentonite slurry/ grout 
that bonds the tube to the 
edge of the boring. 

arrival time signifies either a large defect or the 
end of the pile. 

The most attractive feature of this technique 
is that any deep foundation type can be tested 
as long as the drilled hole is close to the founda
tion. (Due to the higher cost associated with 
drilling, this technique is used to identify foun
dation depth only when other methods fail.) 

A receiver transducer is 
placed at the bottom of the 
water-filled tube and pulled 
upwards at intervals of ap
proximately 1 or 2 feet. At 
each depth interval, the 
foundation top is struck 
with an instrumented ham
mer that sends a pulse down 
the pile and the soil. This 
pulse is to be detected by the 
receiver. A typical profile of 
the signal arrival time with 
depth can be logged as 
shown in Figure 10b. A FIGURE 8. Real-time screen layout presenting arrival time and 
change in the rate of signal the energy signal simultaneously. 
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Path 

--Tra mitter 

FIGURE 9. A typical SSL test set-up showing 
the transmitter and receiver placed at differ
ent depths. 

Surface Reflection Techinques 
Pulse Echo Method (PEM). PEM (also known as 
the sonic echo method) is a surface reflection 
integrity testing technique. A high-frequency 
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accelerometer is attached to the pile top using a 
mild bonding agent such as petro wax or petro
leum jelly. A light-weight hand-held hammer 
(1 to 3 pounds) is used to strike the pile top and 
generate a small-strain stress wave. The strains 
associated with the propagating stress wave 
are in the order of 1 µE. Figure 11 presents a 
typical PEM integrity test set-up. The hammer 
is usually constructed from plastic to minimize 
t:]:,.e extraneous high frequencies generated by 

/ the steel. The accelerometer attached to the pile 
top measures the acceleration at impact and the 
reflections arriving at the surface from within 
the pile. This analog acceleration signal is re
corded, digitized and integrated (using a com
puter) to create a velocity record. 

The velocity record indicates the speed at 
which the pile material (at the point of meas
urement) moves due to the impact and re
flected stress waves created by the hammer. 
Typical velocity and force records are shown in 
Figure 12. This record can be further processed 
using algorithms that enhance the signal 
through filtering, shifting, pivoting and magni
fication. This manipulation allows enhance
ment of the velocity signal for weak toe reflec
tions, reducing the effect of unwanted noise 
and drifts, thereby aiding in the interpretation 
of the pile response. 

Changes in the pile cross-section, concrete 
density and/ or soil resistance affect the imped
ance in the direction of the traveling wave and 
create reflections of the stress wave that propa
gate back towards the pile top. These reflected 
stress waves can return in compression or ten
sion, depending on the type of impedance 
change. The pile properties that define imped
ance, Z, are expressed as: 

Z = (E •A)/C 

where: 
C is the speed at which the stress wave 
propagates; 
E is the elastic modulus; and, 
A is the cross-sectional area. 

Figure 13 illustrates the relationship be
tween the variations in the pile impedance, the 
traveling wave and the reflections recorded at 
the surface. A reflected tension wave indicates 
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------'~ 
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a) b) 

a decrease in imped
ance. Conversely, a 
reflected compression 
wave indicates an in
crease in impedance. 
Combinations of these 
impedance changes 
can create complex re
flections at the pile top. 
By inspecting the ve
locity record for these 
changes, the approxi
mate location of the im
pedance change can be 
determined. At a time 
of 2L/C (where L is the 
pile length), the pile toe 
response can be identi
fied by observing a re
flected tension wave 
due to softer soil at the 
tip (the signal is in the 
opposite direction of 
the impact pulse -
analogous to free-end 
conditions) or a re
flected compression 
wave due to denser soil 

FIGURE 10. A typical parallel seismic testing arrangement showing a) 
instrumented hammer and receiver at several depths, and b) threshold 
time versus depth. 

at the pile tip (the signal is in the same direction 
as the impact pulse - analogous to a fixed-end 
condition). 

One of the most difficult tasks in the interpre
tation of the velocity record is distinguishing be
tween the velocity reflections due to pile defects 
(e.g., crack, neck, void or poor quality concrete) 
and velocity reflections due to soil resistance. De
tailed quantification of defects is difficult (if not 
impossible) since the interpretation is based on 
reflected waves and also relies on an assumed 
wave speed. The most reliable way to use the 
method is by comparing the response from a 
large number of piles at the same site. Piles that 
indicate a response that is different from the ma
jority should be further investigated. 

PEM testing is simple and quick and, hence, 
can often be performed on all the piles at a site. 
PEM testing can be carried out on various deep 
foundation types and materials. Under certain 
conditions, PEM tests can be performed on 
piles that have been covered by a cap or grade 
beam structure. The small-strain PEM tech-

nique is generally effective to a depth of 20 to 30 
pile diameters, depending on the magnitude 
and distribution of the frictional soil resistance. 

Transient Dynamic Response (TDR) Method. The 
TDR method (also known as the impulse re
sponse method) is based on the PEM technique 
except that an instrumented hammer is used to 
generate the impact pulse. An accelerometer 
mounted in the hammer, or a force transducer 
built into an impulse hammer, permitting the de
termination of the impact force (using the ham
mer's mass) in addition to the velocity records 
obtained by the PEM test (see Figure 12a). Since a 
force transducer is not attached to the pile, only 
the impact force is recorded. The force and veloc
ity records can be converted from the time do
main to the frequency domain using a Fast Fou
rier Transform (FFT). The ratio of the velocity 
spectrum, V, over the force spectrum, F, yields the 
mobility spectrum (V /Fin the frequency domain, 
presented in Figure 14), providing an indication 
of the pile's velocity response due to the in
duced excitation force. 
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FIGURE 11. A typical PEM integrity test set
up. 

a) 
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The TOR method allows additional insight 
compared to the PEM interpretation technique. 
Certain dominant frequencies can be identified 
and correlated to pile length and distance to 
variations either in the pile impedance or in the 
soil. In addition, the low-frequency compo
nents (less than 100 Hz) can provide an indica
tion of the dynamic stiffness of the pile. Al
though low-strain methods permit obtaining 
an estimate of static pile behavior, they cannot 
accurately determine the pile bearing capacity. 
In contrast to dynamic measurements during 
driving or static load test to failure, these meth
ods do not fully mobilize the pile's resistance. 

PEM/TDR Case History: Pressure-Injected 
Footings. Approximately 600 pressure-injected 
footings (PIFs) were installed as part of the 
foundation system for a large entertainment 
complex in Worcester, Massachusetts. Two 
PIFs were visually observed to contain poor
quality, low-strength concrete reduced to a 
putty-like consistency near the pile tops. The 
upper few feet of these PIFs were cut off to re
move the material and assess the extent of the 
defective zone. 

Ten PIFs, including the visually observed 
defective piles, were selected for PEM/TDR in
tegrity testing in order to assess the concrete 
quality in the shafts. The shafts consisted of 
corrugated metal shells filled with cast-in
place concrete. Reinforcement steel was in-

stalled within the upper 5.5 
feet to allow for connection 
to the pile caps. The subsur
face profile in the vicinity of 
the test area included 5 to 20 
feet of granular fill over 
dense sand and gravel. The 
PIF bulbs were formed in 
this denser stratum. 

Figure 15a presents the 
velocity record with pile 
length for a sound PIF. The 
signal indicates a decrease 
in the velocity around 24 
feet, signifying a compres
sion wave reflection due to 
the transformation from the 
shaft to the bulb, corre-

FIGURE 12. Typical PEM a) velocity and b) force records. 
sponding to an increase in 
the impedance. The velocity 
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FIGURE 13. Wave propagation and reflections versus time and depth. 

increases sharply at around 26 feet, due to a 
tension reflection from the bottom of the bulb 
(where the impedance decreases when trans
forming from the concrete bulb to the sur
rounding sand). The mobility spectrum for this 
PIF is presented in Figure 16a where peaks about 
256 Hz apart appear between approximately 400 
and 1600 Hz. This change in 
frequency, !:::,,f, corresponds to 
a length of around 25 feet, 
based on the following rela
tionship between time (t) and 
frequency (f): 

t= 1/1:::,,f 

The relationship between 
time and distance (consider
ing reflection) is also ap
plied: 

closely agrees (considering the accuracy of the 
construction method and the testing proce
dure) with the above-determined length. 

Figure 15b presents the velocity record with 
pile length for a PIF that was found to have a 
major defect. The velocity increases sharply at 
around 7 feet due to a discontinuity associated 

Frequency (Hz) 

FIGURE 14. A mobility spectrum (V/F versus frequency) using 
The PIF shaft length was re- records obtained by the TDR method. 
ported to be 23.7 feet, which 
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FIGURE 15. PEM velocity records versus time for a) a sound pile and b) a defective pile (for PIFs). 

with a large reduction in the impedance. In fact, 
the low-magnitude stress wave could not pass 
through this defect and the reflections are re
peated every 7 feet with the signal dampened 
with time. Even though the PIF shaft was re
ported to be 23.7 feet long, the length indicated 
by the test was around 7 feet since the defect oc
cupied almost the entire cross-section. The mo
bility spectrum in Figure 16b looks signifi
cantly different from that of a sound pile 
presented in Figure 16a. In this case, the change 
in frequency is around 928 Hz, which corre
sponds to a length of 7 feet. 

The soil around the "compromised" PIF was 
excavated to a depth of 10 feet. The corrugated 
shell was torched off the shaft around 8 feet be
low the top of the pile. When the shell was re
moved, the PIF fell over, due to a complete 
break in cross-section around 7.5 feet. Another 
PIF evaluated by PEM/TDR testing revealed a 
defect at around 5 feet. This PIF was also exca
vated. After its corrugated shell was removed, 
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a large volume of water and putty-like concrete 
fell out of the shell. An approximate 20 percent 
reduction in cross-section was observed at a 
depth of 4 to 5 feet below the top of the PIF. As a 
result of the integrity testing and subsequent 
verification in the field, a reduced cross
sectional area was used to reassess the load
carrying ability of the foundations. 

PEM Case History: Precast Concrete-Driven 
Piles. Damage in driven piles can be detected 
while monitoring the pile capacity using high
strain dynamic measurements. These tests are 
traditionally carried out on a small number of 
piles even though typical concrete pile break
age during installation is about 5 to 7 percent of 
the piles installed. Damage during driving or 
site work following the installation can result 
in piles with questionable integrity. 

Figure 17 presents PEM test results on 14-
inch-square concrete piles about 90 feet long 
that were driven for the support of multi-story 
buildings in Cambridge, Massachusetts. A re-
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FIGURE 16. TDR mobility versus frequency responses for a) a sound pile and b) a defective 
pile (for PIFs). 

petitive increased velocity reflection (at times 
corresponding to a distance of about 20 feet) is 
presented in Figure 17a. The repetitive reflec
tion indicates damage extensive enough to 
prevent the signal from propagating any 
deeper than the indicated depth. However, no 
evidence is provided by the test regarding the 
compression load-bearing capability of the 
pile. Figure 17b presents the results obtained 
from a nearby sound pile for which the propa
gating signal responded to the variation in the 
soil type (sand layer at about 25 to 30 feet and a 
till layer at about 60 to 70 feet). The tip re
sponse was magnified due to the small energy 
used in the PEM testing. As a result, the tech
nique's effectiveness at such depths is ques
tionable. 

The usefulness of the method with regard to 
time and cost savings was certainly a big ad
vantage, allowing the identification of a large 
number of defective piles in a short period of 
time. However, the limitations regarding the 

nature of the damage and the structural ramifi
cations need to be recognized as well. 

High-Strain Integrity Testing 
During Pile Driving 
Dynamic pile testing is commonly employed 
for evaluating the drivability and capacity of 
driven piles. The same method is also used to 
assess the capacity of cast-in-place shafts. 
When a.ram strikes the pile head, it initiates a 
large strain wave that propagates down the 
pile as illustrated in Figure 18. External soil re
sistance or changes in the pile's impedance 
(due to variations in the pile's material or ge
ometry) cause reflection waves that are re
corded at the surface in a manner similar to that 
done for PEM/TDR low-strain methods. Typi
cal dynamic pile testing instrumentation con
sists of two accelerometers and two strain 
transducers attached on opposite sides close to 
the top of the pile. Knowing the material prop
erties and pile geometry at the point of meas-
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FIGURE 17. PEM velocity records versus time for a) a defective 
pile and b) a sound pile (precast concrete driven piles). 

tween the top and the tip. 
The detection of damage 
during driving is routine 
and usually is associated 

urement, the strain is converted to force, while 
the acceleration is integrated with time to pro
duce a velocity record. These force and velocity 
records can be used to evaluate the pile's integ
rity. As long as there is no change in the pile im
pedance or as long as external forces (friction) 
are not activated, the force and velocity remain 
proportional. Reflections from the tip can be re
viewed in light of two classical boundary con
ditions (see, for example, Timoshenko and 
Goodyear9): free-end and fixed-end condi
tions. Free-end conditions (analogous to easy 
driving through soft clay) call for zero stress 
and no velocity restrictions at the tip, resulting 
in a compression wave returning as a tension 
wave and velocity increase (theoretically dou
bling). Figure 19 presents reflections from a 48-
inch-diameter pipe pile driven offshore with an 
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with tension cracking of concrete piles. Other 
structural damage (e.g., splice breakage) can 
also be identified. The advantage of high-stress 
wave propagation testing over small-strain in
tegrity testing is its ability to quantify the struc
tural significance of the discontinuity. While a 
small-strain wave would indicate a complete 
discontinuity for any size crack across the pile, 
the high-strain stress wave would pass 
through these discontinuities enabling the 
transformation of compression forces, there
fore indicating the adequacy of the structural 
member. 

Case History. Several hundred H-piles were 
installed for the support of an elevated walk
way in the Boston area. Dynamic pile testing 
was specified for capacity monitoring and the 
driving operation progressed routinely. One of 



the inspected piles exhibited a clear damage 
profile during driving. Figure 20 presents the 
force and velocity records obtained during the 
driving of that pile. The force and velocity 
(multiplied by the pile's impedance) signals at 
the pile top shortly before and after damage de
tection are depicted in Figures 20a and 20b, re
spectively. Since the early damage identifica
tion was dismissed, driving continued and the 
dynamic records for the subsequent blows are 
presented in Figures 20c, 20d and 20e. A clear 
velocity increase accompanied by a force de
crease attests to the development of the dam
age. The record shown as Figure 20e suggests 
that the pile essentially" ends" at mid-point, in
dicating a complete detachment between the 
upper and lower pile sections. The identified 
damage was associated with a full penetration 
weld splice that apparently disintegrated dur
ing driving. When the pile was pulled out of 
the ground only the upper section above the 
weld was extracted with severe deformations 
at the weld connection . 

. · Discussion 
A variety of non-destructive, intrusive and 
non-intrusive deep foundation integrity test- FIGURE 18. A typical dynamic test set-up. 
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ing methods provide differ
ent benefits and drawbacks. 
The methods' strengths and 
limitations are related to 
their effectiveness, time (in 
terms of preparation, testing 
and interpretation) and as
sociated cost. In general, the 
direct transmission methods 
necessitate considerable 
preparation and can provide 
higher accuracy in the zone 
bounded by the penetrating 
sleeves. Surface reflection 
techniques require only 
minimal preparation but are 
limited in their zone of 
meaningful operation and 
accuracy. The selected test
ing method needs to reflect 
the anticipated result and 
the associated course of re
medial action. When select
ing a method, it is best to re
view the comparative 
studies of known embedded 
defects.2,11 

The ability of a method to 
detect a certain defect 
should be examined in light 
of the defect's influence on 
foundation serviceability. 
This course of action leads to 

_ the selection of an integrity 
testing method based on the 
expected outcome. For ex
ample, the possible detailed 
data provided by the direct 
transmission methods 
should not result in rejecting 
using a caisson just because 
certain zones suggest a 
lower quality of concrete. 
Such decisions need to be as
soda ted with the design 
loads and the load-bearing 
assessment of the tested 
caisson. The surface reflec
tion methods, on the other 
hand, allow extensive test
ing with the expectation that 



detailed investigations should be carried out 
on the suspected caissons only. Choices, there
fore, should be made regarding the quantity 
and quality of the testing program. For exam
ple, many piles can be tested with the ability to 
detect major defects (where possibly unde
tected defects are not expected to compromise 
the pile's load-carrying ability), or detailed 
studies of a smaller number of piles can be per~ 
formed, or a combination of the two methods 
can be implemented. 

Conclusions 
The reviewed methods and the presented case 
histories demonstrate that deep foundations 
integrity testing is useful and has significant 
importance. PEM/TDR and CSL techniques 
are routinely used to assess the quality and 
condition of cast-in-place and driven piles. 
Conventional dynamic testing is effective in 
evaluating pile integrity during driving or 
whenever a driving system is available. In 
some cases, the results of the integrity testing 
were used to reject the piles; in other cases, 
they were used to re-evaluate or redesign the 
piles. Frequently, integrity testing is used to 
confirm anticipated defects in the piles. 
When using an adequate testing method, 
along with engineering judgment, integrity 
testing of deep foundations can be employed 
as an important tool with sound economical 
justification. 

Integrity tests are a useful and important 
tool - especially true when a match exists be
tween the implemented technique, foundation 
type, user expertise and the owners' expecta
tions. Solid engineering judgment, analysis 
and decision-making enhances the ability to 
utilize the test results and, hence, their useful
ness and importance. 
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Assessment 

Sustainable 
Development Indicators 
of Some European & 
Asian River Basins 

Compilations of comparative 
data for a bioregional set of 
river basins might have value in 
assembling similar information 
for river basins around the 
world to aid in sustainable river 
basin management. 

SUSAN E. MURCOTT 

A group of 24 river basin specialists, rep
resenting a range of disciplines, gath
ered in Moscow from October 21 to 24, 

1997, for the "NATO Advanced Research 
Workshop on Sustainable Management of 
Transboundary Watercourses: Theory and 
Practice." International environmental law
yers, scientists, engineers, economists and pol
icy specialists were represented. The workshop 
provided a unique opportunity to review the 
theory and practice of integrated and sustain-

able river basin management and to discuss 
and compare transboundary river basin issues 
for the following major river basins in West, 
Central, and Eastern Europe and Western Asia: 

• Rhine, 
• Danube, 
• Odra, 
• Douro, 
• Dneiper, 
• Dneistr, 
• Amu-Darya, and, 
• Sry-Darya. 

Presentations during the first day provided 
the conceptual framework. Integrated and sus
tainable river basin management was ap
proached from the general perspectives of the 
New European Directive and the World Bank. 
Water law principles, ecosystem orientation 
and climate change impacts on water resources 
were also among the key themes. 

Presentations given on the next day ad
dressed transboundary watershed issues in 
each of the individual river basins. The work
shop was organized so that at least one, and 
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possibly several, specialists from the Rhine, 
Danube, Odra, Douro, Dneiper, Dneistr, Amu
Darya and Sry-Darya river basins gave presen
tations. 

The last day involved discussions of three 
working groups: scientific, policy/ manage
ment and legal, and a closing plenary session in 
which a summary and conclusions were of
fered. 

Participants in the scientific working group 
recognized that, together, they represented a 
wealth of information and knowledge of major 
river basins in West, Central and Eastern Europe 
and Western.Asia. They agreed that it would be 
useful to summarize this information and 
knowledge in the simple format of fact/ sustain
ability indicator sheets for each river basin. A 
sample fact/sustainability indicator sheet for 
the Rhine basin is provided in Table 1 to show 
the general format for these sheets. 

Historical Developments in the 
Study of River Systems 
The scientific working group was aware of the 
historical development in the study of river 
systems, beginning in the early 1900s, when 
most scientific studies were conducted on 
small river segments or reaches. By the late 
1950s, there was a shift to more holistic views of 
flowing water, and in the 1960s and 1970s em
phasis was placed on watersheds as the logical 
basic unit for river studies as well as on land
water interactions. Next, a major shift occurred 
in the 1980s, with the recognition that many as
pects of river dynamics could only be under
stood through an integrated spatial and tempo
ral perspective.1 In the 1990s, with attention 
being directed at human impacts on the global 
environment (such as global climate change), 
there has been an ever-increasing impetus to
wards extending the scale of focus from micro
scale (river reach), to mesa-scale (river basin) to 
macro-scale (bio-regional). The NATO Ad
vanced Research Workshop provided the op
portunity to address river basin issues at the 
mesa- and macro-scales. 

Sustainable Development & 
Sustainability Indicators 
Since the concept of sustainable development was 
first articulated in the 1970s, made widely 
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known by the 1986 Brundtland Report, Our 
Common Future, and internationally embraced 
at the United Nations Conference on Environ
ment and Development (the so-called Rio Earth 
Summit) in the document "Agenda 21," scores 
of people in fields ranging from architecture to 
industry to zoology have been discussing sus
tainable development. Principles for sustaina
bly managing water resources were first articu
lated by people from more than 100 countries 
during the 1992 International Conference on 
Water and Environment. These "Dublin Princi
ples" (see Table 2) were subsequently endorsed· 
by major international conferences, including 
the 1992 "Rio Earth Summit." 

An extensive review of sustainable develop
ment definitions, principles, criteria, indica
tors, conceptual frameworks and information 
systems was presented at the 1997 American 
Association for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS) annual conference as part of an Inter
national Institute for Applied Systems Analy
sis seminar.2 That presentation included a com
pilation of 29 sets of sustainability indicators, 
dating from 1972 through 1997. The web site, 
www.sustainableliving.org, covers portions of 
the AAAS presentation, including: 

• Over 50 definitions of sustainable devel
opment; 

• 17 sets of sustainable development princi
ples; 

• 12 sets of sustainable development crite
ria; 

• The 29 sets of sustainability indicators 
(noted above); and, 

• 17 sustainable development conceptual 
frameworks. 

This information was compiled from materials 
written by many of the major leaders in the sus
tainable development movement (for example, 
the United Nations [UN], non-governmental 
organizations [NGOs ], the World Bank, the Or
ganization for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment [OECD], etc.). The "raw materials" 
included on this web site are intended to aid 
visitors in understanding the complex notion 
of sustainable development. 

The practical application of sustainable de
velopment concepts must be based on an 



TABLE 1. 
Fact/Sustainability Indicator Sheet for the Rhine Basin 

River Length (km) 1,320 

Basin Area (km') 188,000 

Population (millions) 50 

6 Riparian Countries Switzerland, France, Germany, Austria, Liechtenstein, The Netherlands 

6 + 2 Basin Countries Switzerland,* France,• Germany,* Austria, Liechtenstein, The Netherlands* + Luxembourg,• 
Belgium 

Principal Uses Discharge of water sediment & ice; ecological backbone; potable, industrial & agricultural water 
supply; navigation; power generation; cooling water; recreation, tourism, swimming; fisheries; 
nature; lands'i:ape; receiving water for treated wastewater; source of building materials 

Existing System of Data There is an international monitoring network. As far as possible, ISO standards are applied. In 
Collection other cases, harmonized measurement & analysis methods are applied. 

Existing System of Data Water levels. For emergency situations: discharges of instantaneous water quality parameters are 
Exchange required immediately after becoming available; otherwise, these data are made available on an 

annual basis. 

Major Transboundary Conflicts Major conflicts do not exist at the moment 

Major Watershed Problems Non-point source pollution, especially nutrients, heavy metals & organic micro-pollutants; flood 
protection in the long run. · 

Average Flow at 
Transboundary (million m'/yr) 

Basel: 1,000 m'/s (Switzerland, Germany, France) 
Lobith: 2,200 m'/s (Germany, Netherlands) 

Peak Flow at Transboundary Basel: 4,000 m'/s 
(million m'/yr) Lobith: 12,800 m'/s 

Minimum Flow at Basel: 350 m'/s 
Transboundary (million m'/yr) Lobith: 600 m'/s 

Number of Dams/Weirs 450 

Live Stora9e Capacity Above Basel: 1.8 billion 
(million m /yr) Below Basel: 0.7 billion 

Water Quality (% Clean) 90% Clean 

Water Quality at Lobith (Germany, Netherlands) 
TSS 50 mg/I 
TSS (annual load to ocean) 0.7** x 106 tons/yr 
TDS (mg/ll 600** 
TDS (annual load to ocean) 44.7** x 106 tons/yr 
Dissolved Oxygen 10 mg/I 
BODS 2.8 mg/I 
Total Phosphorus 0.25 mg/I 
Nitrate 4 mg/I 
Toxins 0.03 mg/I (extractable organic halogens = sum parameter) 

Percent Wastewater Treatment 90-95% biological treatment (implementation of phosphorus & nitrogen removal) 

Annual Precipitation (mm/yr) 1,100 

Annual Evapo-transpiration 580 mm/I 
(mm/yr) 

Irrigated Area (ha) Unknown (depends on precipitation & evapotranspiration) 

Commerical Fish Catch 
Legal (million tons/yr) 70 (Netherlands Guilders) 
Illegal (million tons/yr) 

Number of Endangered Objective is to return disappearing species such as salmon, etc. 
Species From Red Book 

River Flow Diversion to Other Small amount 
Catchments (km'/yr) 

Length of Diking (km) approximately 2,500 

Water Consumption 
Drinking (I/day) 130 (Netherlands); 400 (Switzerland) 
Industrial (million m'/yr) 1,000 
Irrigation (million m'/yr) 5,000 
Cooling (million m'/yr) 12,000 

Notes:• Contracting parties to the Agreement of Berne in 1963, covering 98 percent of the river basin. 
'*Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS): www.cciw.ca/gems/atlas-gwq/gemsl .html. 
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TABLE 2. 
The "Dublin Principles" 

Principle No. 1: Fresh water is a finite and 
vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life, 
development and the environment. 
Since water sustains life, effective management of 
water resources demands a holistic approach, 
linking social and economic development with 
protection of natural ecosystems. Effective 
management links land and water uses across the 
whole of a catchment area or groundwater aquifer. 
Principle No. 2: Water development and 
management should be based on a participatory 
approach, involving users, planners and policy
makers at all levels. 
The participatory approach involves raising 
awareness of the importance of water among 
policy-makers and the general public. It means that 
decisions are taken at the lowest appropriate level, 
with full public consultation and involvement of 
users in the planning and implementation of water 
projects. 
Principle No. 3: Women play a central part in the 
provision, management and safeguarding of water. 
This pivotal role of women as providers and users of 
water and guardians of the living environment has 
seldom been reflected in institutional arrangements 
for the development and management of water 
resources. Acceptance and implementation of this 
principle requires positive policies to address 
women's specific needs and to equip and empower 
women to participate at all levels in water resources 
programs, including decision-making and 
implementation, in ways defined by them. 
Principle No. 4: Water has an economic value in all 
its competing uses and should be recognized as an 
economic good. 
Within this principle, it is vital to recognize first the 
basic right of all human beings to have access to 
clean water and sanitation at an affordable price. 
Past failure to recognize the economic value of 
water has led to wasteful and environmentally 
damaging uses of the resource. Managing water as 
an economic good is an important way of achieving 
efficient and equitable use, and of encouraging 
conservation and protection of water resources. 

agreed upon set of sustainability indicators. 
Generally speaking, indicators simpHfy and 
briefly represent (qualitatively and quantita
tively) essential, complex and dynamic infor
mation - for example, weather forecasts, eco
nomic indicators such as inflation rate and 
gross national product (GNP), population sta
tistics, such as birth, death and life-expectancy 
rates, and so forth. The overall purpose of any 
indicator is to present complex information in a 
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simple way. The identification of an agreed 
upon set of river basin and water-related sus
tainability indicators is merely one element of 
an integrated and sustainable approach to river 
basin management. Just as the identification, 
for example, of low life-expectancy rates is not 
to be confused with public health programs to 
increase life expectancy, so, too, river basin and 
water-related indicators are not intended to 
substitute for actions necessary to maintain or 
restore wate_r quality or river basin functions. 
They are simply a first step in providing basic 
information. 

Since the idea of sustainable development 
indicators first gained attention, a number of 
river basin and water-related indicators have 
been put forward. Table 3 provides a compila
tion of river basin and water-related sustain
ability indicators, grouped under three head
ings: water use, water quality, and ecosystems 
and natural resources. 

Sustainability Indicators 
Cognizant of river basin and water-related sus
tainability indicators such as those listed in Ta
ble 3, the scientific working group proposed 
fact/sustainability indicator sheets for each of 
the river basins under discussion. Individual 
river basin fact/ sustainability indicator sheets 
were generated by a designated participant 
and reviewed by collaborators. These sheets 
are intended to briefly present basic scientific 
information concerning each particular river 
basin. (A sample fact/ sustainability indicator 
sheet for the Rhine basin has been provided in 
Table 1.) Common parameters are used to al
low comparisons across river basins. The pa
rameters selected represent data from the vari
ous different disciplines. 

Numerous efforts to collect and present 
data on a regional or global set of river basins 
have been made in the past.3-7 One such effort 
was the Global Environmental Monitoring 
System (GEMS). The GEMS program was es
tablished in the mid-1970s by the United Na
tions Environment Program (UNEP) as a 
follow-up to the 1972 UN Stockholm Confer
ence on the Environment. As a collective effort 
to monitor the world environment in order to 
protect human health and preserve essential 
natural resources, it involves the participation 



of numerous UN agencies and the collabora
tion of several organizations around the world. 
One program component of GEMS, called 
"Water," focused on monitoring and assess
ment of freshwater quality in all regions of the 
world. Since December 1977, as the lead agency 
for the implementation of this program, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) has coordi
nated a wide group of activities in collabora
tion with water-related units of UNEP - the 
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 
and UNESCO. The main objectives pursued 
under GEMS/Water are: 

• Determination of the status and trends in 
quality of freshwater in various parts of 
the world; and, 

• Improvement of water quality monitor
ing and assessment capabilities in all 
countries in support of sustainable envi
ronmental management practices in their 
respective water resources sector. 

However, participants at the Moscow work
shop did not believe that fact/ sustainability in
dicator sheets showing comparative data for a 
bioregional set of river basins had been previ
ously assembled. They became convinced that 
the kind of information presented in these 
sheets not only provides useful overviews of 
the river basins covered at the October 1997 
NATO Advanced Research Workshop, but also 
might be relevant to similar reviews of sustain
ability factors affecting other major river basins 
around the world. 

NOTE -Aided by a grant from BSCE's John R. 
Freeman Fund, the author spent five days in Moscow 
in late October 1997 attending the NATO Advanced 
Scientific Workshop, where she presented a paper en
titled, "The Danube River Basin: A Model of Inte
grated and Sustainable Watershed Management?" 
She was also the invited leader of the Scientific Work
ing Group, summarizing its work for the benef~t of 
the overall meeting. This article provides an overview 
of the entire event. Copies of Murcott's Danube paper 
and the fact/sustainability indicator sheets on the 
other river basins are available upon request from the 
author ( Susan Murcott, Ecosystems Engineering, 58 
Orne St., Marblehead, MA 01945). All of these mate
rials - Danube paper and the sustainability sheets 

TABLE 3. 
River Basin & Water-Related 

Sustainability Indicators 

Water Use 
Qualitative description of uses of water resources 

Percent of population served by treated water 
supply 

Percent of population served by sanitary services 

Daily household water use per capita 

Rates of water withdrawal & consumption by key 
economic sectors (agriculture, industry, 
commercial, domestic) 

Rates of water recirculation by key industrial 
sectors 

Total water withdrawal compared to growth in 
GNP 

Degree of utilization of freshwaters 

Groundwater reserves where withdrawal exceeds 
recharge 

Occurrence of contaminated groundwater 

Water Quality 
River quality - entering a country, leaving a 
country 

Concentrations of dissolved oxygen, phosphorus 
& nitrogen in freshwater 

Pesticide concentration in freshwater 

Concentration of fecal coliform in freshwater 

Number of people with unacceptable domestic 
water quality 

Percent of municipal wastewater treatment 

Municipal discharges of BOD, TSS & phosphorus 
to freshwater 

Pulp & paper mill discharges of BOD & TSS to 
freshwater 

Ecosystems & Natural Resources 
Wetlands of international importance that are 
highly protected/little disturbed 

Index of watershed naturalness 

Percent of streams one can drink from safely 

Groundwater reserves 

Number of threatened & endangered species 

Fish harvest in relation to sustained yield 

Note: This compilation draws on indicator sets from the International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), 
1980; the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD), 1991; CSIRO, Australia, 1992; the World Bank, 1995; and 
www.sustainableliving.org. 

- are planned for publication in 1999 by Kluwer 
Academic Press in The Netherlands (Wouters, P., & 
Vinogradov, S., eds., "Sustainable Management of 
Transboundary Watercourses: Theory and Practice," 
NATO Advanced Research Workshop). 
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Study 

Applying Continuous
Flow Stirred Tank 
Reactor Methodology to 
Mussel Biomonitoring & 
Effluent Discharge Data 

If water quality criteria are 
adopted, the use of continuous
flow stirred tank reactor 
methodology provides a 
straightforward way to estimate 
total maximum daily loads. 

WINDSOR SUNG 

B oston Harbor has been the subject of 
great public interest over the last two 
decades. It has been called the dirtiest 

harbor in the United States. This designation 
was based primarily on the evidence of 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) sedi
ment concentrations studies that had been con
ducted in the early 1970s. The agency in charge 
of the Boston-area wastewater infrastructure 
since the mid-1950s was the Metropolitan Dis-

trict Commission (MDC). The MDC applied for 
a waiver from the secondary treatment require
ment mandated by the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act of 1972. However, that request was 
denied and the Massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority (MWRA) was created by the Massa
chusetts legislature in 1984 to oversee the re
quired massive design and construction activi
ties associated with compliance (the Boston 
Harbor Project). Two major components of the 
compliance activities included: 

• A secondary treatment plant on Deer Is
land; and, 

• A nine-mile long outfall that extends from 
Deer Island to Massachusetts Bay. 

The current timetable calls for the outfall to be 
operational by 1999, with secondary treatment 
to be phased in from 1998 to 2000. 

Caged mussels are used routinely to assess 
the potential for the bioaccumulation of con
taminants from wastewater discharges into 
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TABLE 1. 
Selected Recent Studies on the Mixing Characteristics of Boston Harbor 

Investigator Year Ref. Application 

Sung 1991 1 Copper & Zinc 

Adams et al. 1992 2 Nitrogen 

Signel I & Butman 1992 3 

shellfish areas. Results from these studies can 
also be used to infer time-averaged water col
umn contaminant concentrations in receiving 
waters. The Deer Island Wastewater Treatment 
Plant (DIWTP) is the major point source load 
for various contaminants into Boston Harbor. 
Many studies have been performed for the Bos
ton Harbor Project from the late 1970s to the 
present, each with its own set of objectives. 
What is needed is an integration of the several 
different studies and monitoring programs 
into a relatively simple mixing model for Bos
ton Harbor so that first-order approximations 
to assess water quality can be easily carried out. 

An early study observed that metals such as 
copper and zinc behaved conservatively as the 
wastewater effluent from the Deer Island Waste
water Treatment Plant (DIWTP) is mixed in Bos
ton Harbor.1 An empirical relationship was de
veloped between the harbor-wide concentration 
of copper and zinc as measured in the 1980s and 
the wastewater mass discharge rate (gal
lons/ day) into Boston Harbor. This approach is 
analogous to treating Boston Harbor as a 
continuous-flow stirred tank reactor (CFSTR). 
The important parameters for a CFSTR are: 

• The volume, V, in cubic meters; and, 
• The volume flow rate, Q, in volume per 

time (for example, cubic meters per day). 

The ratio of V and Q is t, the hydraulic detention 
(or residence time). Also, the mass discharge rate, 
M (in mass per time), is needed. For a conserva
tive substance (no reactive terms), the steady state 
concentration, Css, is equal to M divided by Q. 

Adams et al. developed a similar approach 
for nutrients in Boston Harbor (in particular, 
nitrogen) and recommended values for V, Q 
and t.2 _Signell and Butman modeled tidal ex-
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Volume (108 m3) Q (108 m3 /day) t (days) 

7.9 2.6 3.0 

6.0 1.2 5.0 

6.2 to 7.2 0.8 to 2.5 2.5 to 9.0 

change and dispersion in Boston Harbor and 
reported on similar parameters.3 These esti
mates are summarized in Table 1. The studies 
listed in Table 1 represent a small sample of the 
many hydrologic studies that have been per
formed on Boston Harbor, which have ranged 
from dye studies to computer modeling exer
cises. However, Table 1 lists just the most cur
rent studies. Stolzenbach et al. provides a more 
complete listing of the various studies per
formed on Boston Harbor, including studies 
from the 1950s.4 

Methodology 
The MWRA deployed blue mussels (Mytilus 
edulis) in caged arrays near the current outfall 
and other sites from 1987 to 1996 to assess the 
potential for the "bioaccumulation" of con
taminants from its wastewater discharge into 
shellfish. MWRA also monitored the Deer Is
land wastewater effluent using techniques 
with low detection limits - below parts per 
billiori (ppb) - since the summer of 1993 so 
that fairly reliable estimates of the mass dis
charge rates are available for the time period 
Gune to August) that the mussels are deployed. 
The mussels are typically harvested from 
Gloucester or Sandwich and are deployed for 
60 days moored in three locations: 

• A" dirty" control (the Discovery site in the 
inner harbor close to the New England 
Aquarium); 

• The Deer Island site (where the current 
discharge occurs); and, 

• A "clean" control (at the approximate lo
cation of the future outfall site). 

Figure 1 shows the location of these sites and 
various physical features of the harbor system. 
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FIGURE 1. The location of mussel deployment sites in Boston Harbor. 

For a detailed methodology on biomonitoring 
and actual mussel data, see the series of reports 
by Downey,5 Downey et al.,6-8 Hillman and 
Peven,9 Mitchell et al.,10,11 and MWRA.12 (The 
various annual fish and shellfish reports are re
ferred to as bioaccumulation studies.) For a de
tailed methodology and results on Deer Island 
effluent characterization, see Hunt et al.13 and 
Butler et al.14 

The partition coefficient, Ka, is often used to 
describe the relation between dissolved and 
total metals.15 While the partition coefficient 
has often been used as a constant, it is now 
well understood that it is a function of pH, 
temperature, total dissolved solids or salinity 
(both effects from chloro-complexation and 

from ionic strength effects), as well as particu
late composition (for example, percent of 
iron):16 

where: 
Cs is the surface bound contaminant ex
pressed usually in µ,g/ g (ppm) or ng/ g 
(ppb); and, 
Cw is the aqueous contaminant concentra
tion expressed in µ,g/1 or ng/1. 

If the partition coefficient is treated as a con
stant, the dissolved fraction of the total metal 
can be shown to be equal to: 
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where: 
TSS is the total suspended solids concen
tration in mg/1; 
The 10-6 is a conversion factor; and, 
Ka has units 1/kg in this treatment. 

The partition coefficient is assumed to be con
stant partly due to relatively constant environ
mental conditions (marine pH and salinity are 
relatively constant), and mostly due to the lack 
of actual data. 

An analogous relation can be derived for the 
mussel body concentration and water concen
tration known as the bioconcentration factor 
(BCF):15 

BCF= Cm/Cw' 

where: 
Cm is the contaminant mussel body burden 
expressed as ppm or µg / g; and, 
Cw' is the aqueous contaminant concentra
tion expressed now as ppm or ppb rather 
than mass per volume. 

Reported mussel tissue concentrations are typi
cally based on five replicate composite samples 
pooled from fifty mussels. The BCF as defined 
has units mass/mass (for example, g/g ). BCF 
must be distinguished from the bioaccumula
tion factor (BAF), which takes into considera
tion ingestion pathways and exposure scenar
ios. The use of a constant BCF is probably overly 
simplistic, but the proper development of BAFs 
is beyond the scope of this study. It is assumed 
that the usual 60 days of deployment is suffi
cient for the mussel to acclimatize from its loca
tion of harvest to the deployed site and to inte
grate over daily variations so that a "pseudo
equilibrium" is reached. The 1987 MWRA bio
accumulation study monitored both the concen
tration of various contaminants in the receiving 
waters weekly during the deployment period 
and the mussel body contaminant concentra
tions.12 This data set allowed BCFs to be devel
oped, particularly for lead. 

The calculated BCF for lead from the 1987 
study is used to calculate aqueous lead con
centrations in receiving waters from 1993 to 
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1996.12 It is assumed that the major source of 
lead into Boston Harbor is from DIWTP dis
charge. Volume flow rates, Q, are calculated so 
that the aqueous lead concentrations multiplied 
by Q are equal to the mass discharge rates from 
DIWTP for the same time period. The calculated 
flow rates from lead are applied to the mass dis
charge rates of other contaminants (mercury, 
copper, zinc and pyrene) to calculate the concen
trations in water and the corresponding BCFs. 

Spatial differences of mussel body burdens 
are attributed to differences in receiving water 
concentrations. Pyrene in mussels from the 
Discovery site provided estimates for river 
pyrene concentrations. Calculated BCFs and 
aqueous contaminant concentrations are com
pared with values from previous studies when
ever available. The result is a consistent empiri
cal framework for placing various studies into 
context. 

Results & Calculations 
.Table 2 summarizes mussel tissue body bur
dens for lead, mercury and pyrene at the Deer 
Island site. Comparing shellfish body burdens 
and effluent loading revealed an apparent cor
relation between the mussel body burden of 
metals with the mass discharge rate (see Fig
ures 2 and 3 for lead and mercury, respec
tively). The regression lines from Figures 2 and 
3 are forced through the origin to be consistent 
with the adopted assumptions. The aqueous 
concentrations of lead and mercury would b~
come zero .if the mass discharge rates were 
zero, and the corresponding mussel body con
centration. would also need to be zero. The 
slopes. of these regression lines contain infor
mation about the contaminant's BCF and Q. In 
particular, the ratio of the mercury slope to the 
lead slope is 0.0013 divided by 0.00079, or 1.6. 
This kind of relation is not observed for organic 
contaminants, such as total PAH (see Figure 4), 
which is a family of compounds with different 
physico-chemical properties. It is possible that 
other PAH sources are affecting mussel concen
trations since it is known that rivers can be a 
major source of high molecular weight PAH 
compounds such as pyrene.17 

The 1987 Bioaccumulation Study. 12 The 1987 
MWRA bioaccumulation study monitored 
both the concentration of various contami-



TABLE 2. 
Selected Contaminant Concentration in Mussels From Deer Island, Massachusetts 

Lead in Mussels 
Year lnnm drv wei2ht) 
1987 7.2+2.0 
1991 6.1 + 1.2 
1992 
1993 5.9+3.1 
1994 9.1+2.3 
1995 8.0+ 1.8 
1996 6.3 ± 1.3 

nan ts in the receiving waters weekly during the 
deployment period and the mussel body con
taminant concentrations. This data set allowed 
BCFs to be developed. For certain contami
nants such as mercury, measurements in the re
ceiving waters were below detection method 
limits so they could not be used directly. Cop
per and zinc have not been measured in mus
sels after 1991. Different organic compounds 
have been measured in different years (for ex
ample, different sets of PAH compounds are 
measured from 1987 to 1992 and 1993 on). 

Lead. The laboratory-derived BCF for lead 
concentrations in blue mussels was reported by 

Mercury in Mussels Pyrene in Mussels 
llnnm drv wei2ht) lnnb drv wei2ht) 
0.12+0.10 356+96 

200+50 
347±93 

0.18+0.03 90±30 
0.21 +0.07 110+21 
0.06+0.04 83+8 
0.15±0.04 174±61 

Schulz-Baldes to range from 800 to 2,500 (for 
wet weight and total lead).18,19 The 1987 
MWRA bioaccumulation study monitored 
lead concentration in the receiving waters 
weekly during the mussel deployment period 
and reported a dissolved lead concentration of 
84.9 ± 24.1 ng/1 and a particulate lead concen
tration of 341.9 ± 137 ng/kg.12 The ratio of solu
ble to total lead is 0.2, and is typical of Deer Is
land wastewater (based on available discharge 
monitoring NPDES reports20). Morel et al. 
showed that, at equilibrium, lead should de
sorb from particulates due to their strong ten
dency to form chloro-complexes.21 
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FIGURE 2. Mussel lead and mass discharge rate. 
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FIGURE 3. Mussel mercury and mass discharge rate. 

Using the observed mussel body concentra
tion of lead (7.2 ppm dry weight) and the solu
ble lead concentration (84.9 ng/1, or 84.9 X 10-12 

- with seawater density close to 1 kg/1), the 
BCF for lead on a dry weight basis was calcu-

lated by dividing 7.2 X 10-6 by 84.9 X 10-12. The 
result is 84,806, or 8.5 X 104 (dimensionless). 
The BCF range (based on the reported standard 
deviations of the aqueous and mussel body 
concentrations) is quite large and varied from 

y = -0.05+ 1300x r2 = 0.36 
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FIGURE 4. Mussel PAH and mass discharge rate. 
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TABLE 3. 
Calculated Q From Measured Mussel Concentration & Effluent Discharge at Deer Island 

Observed Lead in Calculated Aqueous Measured DIWTP 
Mussels (ppm dry Lead Concentration Effluent Lead Load Calculated Q · 

Year wei!!h0 <10-9 !!ID 
1987 7.2 85 
1991 6.1 72 
1993 5.9 70 
1994 9.1 110 
1995 8.0 94 
1996 6.3 74 

4.8 x 104 to 1.5 x ms. In comparing these results 
against the published results, the BCF must 
take into account dry versus wet weight, and 
take into account the dissolved to total metals 
ratio (which is 0.2). Mussels are typically 80 
percent water. Therefore, the wet weight con
centration is typically only 0.2 of the dry 
weight, plus the additional 0.2 ratio of dis
solved to total lead. Therefore, the 8.5 X 104 

BCF should be modified by multiplying it by 
the wet to dry weight ratio (0.2) and also multi
plied by the dissolved to total lead ratio (0.2). 
The result is 3,400, which is close to the values 
reported in the literature (800 to 2,500). 

The calculated BCF of 8.5 X 104 is used to cal
culate lead concentration in receiving waters, 
as shown in Table 3. It is then assumed that the 
major source oflead into Boston Harbor is from 
the DIWTP discharge. Volume flow rates, Q, 
are calculated so that the aqueous lead concen
tration multiplied by Q would equal the mass 
discharge rate from DIWTP (shown in the last 
column of Table 3). The calculated flow rates 
are well within the range observed for the ex
change of Boston Harbor and Massachusetts 
Bay waters as shown in Table l. 

Spatial Variation of Lead. The spatial variation 
of lead in mussel tissue can be illustrated by a 
1995 bioaccumulation study (other studies 
show similar results).16 Table 4 shows the lead 
concentration in mussels collected from 
Gloucester prior to deployment, and from the 
Discovery and Deer Island sites after deploy
ment. The calculated aqueous lead concentra
tion using the BCF is also shown. The differ
ence in mussel body concentration is attributed 

fo/dav) (108 m3/dav) 

7 900 1.1 
12 000 1.2 

9 700 1.0 
6 500 0.88 

to differences in surrounding water conditions, 
with the lowest aqueous lead concentration at 
Gloucester, followed by Deer Island, and the 
highest aqueous lead concentration at the Dis- . 
covery site. Higher aqueous heavy metal con
centrations (copper and zinc) in the Inner Har
bor have been observed previously and may 
reflect additional sources (such as rivers) and 
mixing conditions.22,23 

Mercury. The measurement of mercury in 
wastewater and seawater at low concentra
tions is problematic, but theory predicts that 
the ratio of dissolved to total mercury in waste
water should be even lower than that for lead. 
The 1987 bioaccumulation study reported that 
soluble and particulate mercury in receiving 
waters were less than 7.1 ng/1 and 7.3 ng/kg, 
respectively.12 However, Morel et al. showed 
that, at equilibrium, both lead and mercury 
should desorb from particulates due to their 
strortg tendency to form chloro-complexes.21 

The calculated flow rates from lead are now 
used with the mass discharge rates of mercury 
from 1993 to 1996 to calculate mercury concen
trations in water, and the corresponding BCFs 
(see Table 5). The geometric mean of the BCF 
for mercury is 1.2 X ms, and this BCF is used to 
calculate the mercury concentration in 1987 for 
comparison to the measured value. The calcu
lated dissolved mercury concentration is 0.9 
ng/1, which is consistent with the reported 
value of less than 7 ng/1. Using a Ka of 106 1/kg 
(from Ref. 24) and a total suspended solids 
(TSS) concentration of about 9 mg/1 (from Ref. 
12), it can be calculated that the ratio of dis
solved to total mercury is about 0.1: 
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TABLE 4. 
Measured Mussel Body Lead Concentration & Calculated Aqueous Lead Concentration 

From Gloucester, Deer Island & Discovery 

Gloucester 
Mussel Lead 

Deer Island 
Mussel lead 

Discovery 
Mussel lead 

Calculated Calculated Calculated 
Aqueous lead Aqueous lead Aqueous lead 

Concentration Concentration Concentration Concentration at Concentration at Concentration at 
(ppm dry (ppm dry (ppm dry Gloucester Deer Island 
wei ht wei ht wei ht 10·9 I 10·9 I 
6.1 ± 0.7 8.0 ± 1.8 8.5 ± 1 .2 71 92 

(ran e 36 to 141) (ran e 41 to 204) (ran e 49 to 202) 

1/(1 + 106 (lfkg) X 9 (mg/l) X (10·6 )) 

Therefore, the total mercury is about 9 ng/1, 
which is within the detection limits reported by 
the study.12 

The BCF for mercury in olsters was re
ported bl Kopfler to be 4 X 10 based on wet 
weight.2 When converted to dry weight, the 
BCF is about 2 X 105. This result is fairly close to 
the geometric mean. It should be noted that the 
variation in BCF would be less if the 1995 mer
cury value of 0.06 ppm is considered to be sus
pect (one of the five composite samples re
ported a non-detect and a value of zero was 
adopted for the calculation of the average for 
that sample). 

The ratio of the calculated BCF for mercury 
and lead is 1.4 (1.2 x 105 divided by 8.5 X 104), 

which is very close to the ratio of the regression 
line slopes for mercury and lead of 1.6 as 
shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

Copper & Zinc. The 1987 bioaccumulation 
study also reported on copper and zinc.12 

However, copper and zinc were measured 

again in mussels in 1991 only. Unfortunately, 
the zinc data are difficult to interpret due to the 
presence of a zinc anode adjacent to the cage for 
corrosion control. Mass loading rates of copper 
and zinc from Deer Island in 1991 are available 
from the DIWTP NPDES reports.20 Tables 6 
and 7 show the calculations for copper and 
zinc, respectively. . 

The calculated flows from copper and zinc 
for 1991 are on the low side and differ from 
each other by almost a factor of 2. If the actual 
flow is closer to that calculated from copper, 
then the calculated zinc concentration should 
be closer to 971 ng/1 (66,000 divided by 0.68 X 
1011) rather than 1,817 ng/1. This result is more 
in line with the values measured by Sunda and . 
Huntsman,22,23 with reported harbor-wide 
concentrations of zinc of 930 ng/1 in 1988 and 
700 ng/1 in 1989. It is also possible that the 
NPDES loads of copper and zinc are incorrect 
due to the use of methods with relatively high 
detection limits (and assuming.the concentra
tions to be at half the detection limit when it is 
non-detect). 

TABLE 5. 
Calculated BCF for Mercury 

Mercury in Mussel Calculated Aqueous Mercury 
Year (nnm drv weieht) Concentration (10·9 e/1) Calculated BCF 
1987 0.12 0.98 1.2E+05 
1993 0.18 1.1 1.6E+05 
1994 0.21 1.2 1.7E+05 
1995 0.06 0.79 7.5E+04 
1996 0.15 1.4 1.0E+05 
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TABLE 6. 
Calculated BCF & Q for 1991 From Copper Data at Deer Island 

Copper in Measured Calculated Copper 
Mussels (ppm Copper Copper loading Calculated Q 

Year drv wei2hO <1 o·9 2/D BCF Conner 1(10·9 2/1) lfo/dav) 1(108 m3/dav) 
1987 9.6 943 10,180 
1991 9.7 10,180 953 65,000 0.68 

(assumed) 

Pyrene. The pyrene data are of interest because 
they show obvious spatial differences. Mussel 
concentrations from the Discovery site (Inner 
Harbor) are higher than that of the Deer Island 
site. This difference is attributed to high pyrene 
loads from the rivers that flow into the harbor 
(for example, from the Charles and Mystic riv
ers); The aqueous pyrene concentration at Deer 
Island is calculated with the flow rates obtained 
with the lead data and the measured pyrene 
loads and shown in Table 8. The calculated BCF is 
applied to the Discovery site mussels to calculate 
the pyrene concentration in surrounding waters. 

Mixing of Charles River & the Inner Harbor. 
Hilton et al. reported on field tracer studies and 
numerical model experiments on the residence 
time of freshwater in Boston's Inner Harbor.26 

They showed a functional relation between in
ner harbor dilution, S, and the freshwater flow 
rate, QJ(in m3 / sec), as S equal to 780 divided by 
QJplus 11.1. Average freshwater flow rates of 
the Charles River ( daily flow rates averaged 
from June to August) were obtained from the 
U.S. Geographic Survey gage at Waltham and 
multiplied by a factor of 1.21 to reflect the con
ditions closer to the confluence of the Charles 

. and Mystic rivers. Values for S are calculated 
from the function and equated to: 

where: 
C is the contaminant concentration after 
mixing between river water and harbor 
water (the sixth column in Table 8); 
Ch is the contaminant concentration in the 
harbor (the third column in Table 8); and, 
Cr is the river contaminant concentration 
(calculated from Sand shown in Table 9). 

Note that the observed pyrene concentration 
from the Massachusetts Bay Program in 1992 
ranged from 47 to 422 ng/1 for the Charles and 
Mystic rivers.17 The calculated river pyrene 
concentrations are within the observed ranges. 

A similar calculation using naphthalene 
would have produced a negative river con
centration. This result is not unexpected be
cause naphthalene is a relatively volatile 
compound and is not appropriate to be mod
eled as a conservative contaminant. In this 
case, a first-order rate constant, k, should be 
attached to the CFSTR model so that the new 
steady-state concentration in the harbor, C55 , 

is equal to: 

(M/Q)(1 + ktt1 

TABLE 7. 
Calculated BCF & Q From Zinc Data at Deer l_sland 

Zinc in Mussels Measured Zinc Calculated Zinc loading Calculated Q 
Year l(nnm drv wei2ht) (10-9 1!/D BCF Zinc Zinc (1 o·9 2/1) (2/dav) (108 m3/dav) 
1987 170.5 2 143 78 000 
1991 145.0 78,000 1,817 66,000 0.36 

(assumed) 
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TABLE 8. 
Calculated BCF of Pyrene & Aqueous Concentrations 

Pyrene in Deer Calculated Pyrene in Calculated Aqueous 
Island Mussel Aqueous Pyrene Discovery Pyrene Around 

Year (mi:/e) (ne/D Calculated BCF Mussel (ne/e) Discoverv (ne/1) 
1993 90 1 .1 82 000 245 3.0 
1994 110 1.6 69 000 480 7.0 
1995 83 1.5 55 000 228 4.1 · 
1996 174 1.5 120 000 474 4.1 

Note: Geometric mean is equal to 78,000. 

Applications 
The utility of treating Boston Harbor as a 
CFSTR is that it allows relatively easy and 
straightforward evaluation of water quality in 
and around the harbor - for example, the as
sessment of total maximum daily loads 
(TMDL) using published water quality criteria 
(WQC). For example, if the marine WQC for 
copper is 2;9 µg/L, then the TMDL for copper 
is on the order of 348 kg/ day (1.2 X 1011 1/ day 
multiplied by 2.9 X 10-6 g/1). To put this value 
into perspective, the MWRA discharge load for 
copper in 1996 was about 58 kg/ day. Addi
tional refinements can be made (for example, 
inclusion of reactive terms such as sorption and 
settling, other sources such as sediment fluxes, 
etc.). Safety factors also can be incorporated. A 
similar application to lead indicate a TMDL of 
about 1,020 kg/ day (using a WQC of 8.5 µg/1). 
The MWRA discharge load for lead in 1996 was 
about 17 kg/ day. These estimates could pro
vide a first-order approximation of acceptable 
total contaminant loads. Further work is re
quired to estimate non-point source loads such 
as atmospheric deposition and riverine loads. 

Limitations 
It is becoming increasingly clear that the ex
change between Boston Harbor and Massachu
setts Bay is complex and dependent on the 
thermocline/pynocline depth in the bay, tidal 
heights, freshwater flow and meteorological 
conditions.27 Boston Harbor may receive Mas
sachusetts Bay intrusions from mid~depth at 
the level cif the pynocline from June to August, 
posing some uncertainty to the applicability of 
using a simplistic CFSTR model. Measure
ments by Wallace et al. have shown that trace 
metal concentrations in "pure" bay waters are 
typically an order of magnitude less than that 
of harbor waters, so the contribution from bay 
water is not entirely negligible.12 If it is possible 
to link the harbor and bay as two CFSTRs, then 
conditions in the harbor would be modified by 
feedback from the bay. This refinement re
quires information about the flow from the bay 
into the harbor, concentrations in the bay, out
flow from the bay to the Gulf of Maine, and 
other loads into the bay. This information is not 
always available for the time periods of interest 
(from June to August). The simple CFSTR 

TABLE 9. 
Observed Freshwater Flow, Calculated S & Calculated River Pyrene Concentration 

Year I 0, (m3 /sec) Calculated S Calculated River Pvrene Concentration (n!!/1) 
1993 2.3 58 111 
1994 4.0 52 282 
1995 2.3 58 152 
1996 6.7 44 116 
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model that allows for a first-order approximation 
for water quality assessments is perhaps accept
able over a more refined formulation, as long as 
its assumptions and limitations are recognized. 

Conclusion 
The application of measured BCFs, measured 
mass discharge rates and CFSTR methodology 
produced a consistent empirical framework for 
placing various biomonitoring and discharge 
studies into context. The use of BCFs permits 
linking the mussel body concentrations of met
als (in particular, lead) to receiving water con
centrations, which in turn permits calculating 
mass loading rates or water exchange rates. 
Different sources and other submodels (for ex
ample, for the Inner Harbor) can account for 
spatial differences in mussel data. 

The BCF values calculated from this survey 
follow this descending order (with approxi
mate values): 

• Mercury (1.2 X 105); 

• Lead (8.5 X 104); 

• Zinc(?); 
• Pyrene (7.8 X 104); and, 
• Copper (1.0 X 104). 

The BCFs can be used along with mussel body 
concentrations (if they have been "deployed" 
for similar time periods) to obtain a first-order 
approximation of surrounding water concentra
tions, a11d are probably correct within a factor of 
3 (based on the observed variation in mussel 
body burden for lead and measured lead con
centration in the 1987bioaccumulation study12). 

The application of a CFSTR provides for a 
straightforward way to estimate TMDL if 
WQC are adopted for the harbor. Partition co
efficients can be used to relate dissolved to total 
metals. And BFC can be combined with WQC 
to compare calculated shellfish body burdens 
against U.S. Food & Drug Administration lim
its adopted for the protection of human health. 
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Design Consjderations 

The Use of Back 
Analysis to Reduce 
Slope Failure Risk 

Back analysis can be used 
to develop highly reliable 
computational models of 
slopes to determine failure 
risk and provide a means 
to develop reliable designs. 

JAMES MICHAEL DUNCAN 

According to the Random House Diction
ary, back analysis is a form of analysis that 
"starts from a known result and works 

backward to prove a proposition."1 Back analysis 
is frequently used in landslide repair. In that case, 
the known result is the fact that the landslide has 
occurred. The proposition to be proved involves 
the conditions at the time of failure. 

In the best use of back analysis, the condi
tions at the time of failure - including slope 
geometry, external loads from water or other 
sources, soil weights, soil strengths, distribu
tion of soils within the slope and piezometric 
levels within the slope - are estimated using 
all the information that can be assembled. For 
the conditions so established, the factor of 

safety with respect to stability of the slope is 
computed. If the computed value of the factor 
of safety, F, is equal to 1.0, the estimated condi
tions have been proven to be consistent with 
the fact that the slope failed. If the computed 
value of the factor of safety is not 1.0, the condi
tions are adjusted, still maintaining consis
tency with the available information. Through 
repeated trials a set of conditions is established 
that results in a factor of safety equal to 1.0 and 
is consistent with the known facts. 

Back analysis is sometimes described as a 
process of calculating shear strength from a 
failure. In fact, it is both more and less than a 
calculation of shear strength. Back analysis is 
more than a simple calculation of shear 
strength because, in the end, a complete com
putational model has been developed that is 
consistent with the conditions at the time of 
the slope failure. The model includes geome
try, loads, soil weights, soil strengths, piezo
metric levels and the method used to compute 
the factor of safety. While estimates and as
sumptions are always necessary to fill in gaps 
in knowledge, adjusting the model so that the 
factor of safety is equal to 1.0 for the failure 
condition produces a complete and reliable 
computational model. 

Back analysis is less than a simple calculation 
of shear strength because, to compute the shear 
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FIGURE 1. Slide in the upstream slope of the San Luis Dam. 

strength of a particular soil zone within the 
slope, values of all of the other quantities must 
be estimated. If the estimates were changed, 
the "calculated" shear strength would also 
change to maintain the the end result of a factor 
of safety equal to 1.0. 

Even fairly wide variations in some of the as
sumptions have little effect on the results of for-

12 

Normal Stress (ksO 

ward analyses used to design slope 
stabilization measures, provided that the back 
analysis results are used consistently in the for
ward analysis. In addition, all of the elements 
of the computational model should be reason
able and consistent with all known facts about 
the conditions at the time of failure. 

Practical use of back analysis is best illus
trated by showing how it has been 
applied. Case histories on three 
projects - San Luis Dam repair, 
Olmstead landslide stabilization and 
La Esperanza abutment drainage -
provide an excellent means of de
scribing how back analysis can be 
properly used. 

San Luis Dam Repair 
San Luis Dam impounds a. pump
storage reservoir on the California 
Aqueduct System, about 90 miles 
southeast of San Francisco. In Sep
tember 1981 a slide occurred in the 
upstream slope of the embankment 
as the reservoir was being drawn 

FIGURE 2. The strength of highly plastic clay slopewash 
from the foundation of the San Luis Dam. 

down.2•4 Across0section through the 
embankment where the slide oc
curred is shown in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 3. The San Luis Dam embankment after slide repair. 

A key factor in the occurrence of the slide 
was the highly plastic clay slopewash (a 
naturally-occurring soil formed by weather
ing, erosion and down-slope movement) that 
blankets the hillside beneath the upstream 
slope of the dam. When the embankment was 
constructed, this material was dry and very 
strong. When it was wetted by filling the reser
voir it softened dramatically and, since it was 
subjected to repeated cycles of shearing due to 
rise and fall of the reservoir, its strength was re
duced to the residual value.4 Shear strengths of 
the slopewash material, measured on speci
mens cut from undisturbed block samples ob
tained in a dry area downstream from the dam, 
are shown in Figure 2. 

The slide was stabilized by constructing a 
berm against the upstream slope, as shown Fig
ure 3. The factor of safety with the berm in place 
was evaluated in two steps: 

1. Back analyses were performed to de
velop a computational model for the slope. A 
key element in this model was the strength of 
the highly plastic clay slopewash. The back 
analyses showed that the shear strength of 
the slopewash had been reduced to residual 
strength by wetting and shear displacement. 

2. Forward analyses were performed to 
calculate the factor of safety with the berm in 
place. The forward analyses used the com
putational model developed through the 
back analyses, with the berm added to the 
cross-section as shown in Figure 3. The re
sults of the analyses are summarized in Ta
ble 1.4 

Olmsted Landslide Stabilization 
To provide sufficient and reliable navigation 
capacity on the lower Ohio River, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers is replacing Locks 
and Dams 52 and 53 with the proposed Olm
sted Locks and Dam. This facility will include: 

• Two locks, each 110 feet wide and 1,200 
feet long, adjacent to the Illinois shore; 

• A 2,200-foot wide navigable pass con
trolled by wicket gates; and, 

• A 426-foot wide gated spillway. 

Evidence of instability on the Illinois shore 
at the Olmsted site was first discovered in 1987 
during the foundation investigation for the 
proposed locks and dam. On the basis of geo
morphic features such as scarps, cracks, lean
ing trees and hummocky terrain, the approxi-
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TABLE 1. 
Computed Factors of Safety for the San Luis Dam Embankment 

Slopewash Strength 

Stage Phase & Condition of Slopewash c (ksf) <I> (degrees) Computed f 

Pre-failure 1. End of Construction (Slopewash Dry) 5.5 39 4.0 

Pre-failure 2. Reservoir Full (Slopewash Soaked, Fully Softened) 0 25 2.0 

Pre-failure 3. Drawdown (Slopewash Soaked, Fully Softened) 0 25 1.3 

Failure 4. Drawdown (Slopewash Soaked, Residual) 0 15 1.0 

Post-repair 5. Drawdown With Berm (Slopewash Soaked, Residual) 0 15 1.21 

mate extent of unstable ground was mapped. 
The slide was found to be about 3,000 feet long. 

In late May and.early June 1988,arapid drop 
in the river level from elevation 290 feet to ele
vation 283 feet took place over a 10-day period. 
In the lower portion of the river bank, near
vertical scarps up to 3 feet high developed 150 
feet to 200 feet from the shoreline. Over the next 
month, the scarps and cracks propagated par
allel to the river and eventually reached a total 
length of 3,100 feet. A cross-section through the 
landslide is shown in Figure 4. 

Key factors in the occurrence of the slide 
were the low shear strength of the upper part of 
the McNairy I formation beneath the slope, and 

500 

200 

the artesian pressures in this formation. The 
McNairy I formation contains alternating lay
ers of clay and fine sand varying from about an 
inch to about a foot in thickness. The position of 
the rupture surface (as shown in Figure 4) was 
established based on 12 inclinometers and 5 
piezometer breaks. The rupture surface 
through the McNairy I was horizontal over a 
considerable distance. This orientation is con
sistent with shearing parallel to bedding, 
through clay layers. At the back of the slide, the 
rupture surface cut across bedding, passing 
through both clay layers and sand layers. 

Different shear strengths were used for 
shear parallel to bedding in the McNairy I, 

McNairy I 

)£tit~Rt £~i~~~itt&~~im~~t~~~t~t*~~t;:~;t~,~~;¾~~~if *~~i~I~t~~~;~%t~%tt *r ;f tJiWf *%1 
I I 
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Distance From Lock Centerline (ft) 

FIGURE 4. A cross-section through the landslide at Olmstead Locks and Dam on the Ohio River. • 
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FIGURE 5. Long-term stability condition at Olmstead Locks and Dam on the Ohio River. 

where the shear plane could pass entirely 
through clay and shear across bedding, and 
where shearing would necessarily involve 
both sand and clay. The McNairy I was as
signed anisotropic shear strength values -
with <I>' equal to 10 degrees where the slip sur
face was within 5 degrees of horizontal and <I>' 
equal to 25 degrees where the slip surface was 
inclined more than 5 degrees from horizontal. 
These values were thought to represent reason
able estimates of the residual strengths for bed
ding shear and cross-bedding shear.5 

The piezometric levels in the McNairy I 
had been observed in a number of piezome
ters before the landslide occurred, and it was 
possible from these observations to estimate the 
piezometric level at the time of sliding.5 Because 
the horizontal permeability of the McNairy I was 
much higher than the vertical permeability, the 
piezometric surface was nearly horizontal from 
the head of the landslide to the toe, and there 
were significant artesian pressures in the 
McNairy I beneath the lower part of the slope. 

The slide was stabilized by constructing a 
service mound sand fill, which formed a buttress 
between the slope and the lock wall, as shown in 
Figure 5.6 The factor of safety with the service 
mound fill in place was calculated in two steps: 

1. Back analyses were performed to de
velop a computational model for the slope. 

Key elements in this model were the ani
sotropic shear strength of the McNairy I, and 
the piezometric levels in the slope. Using the 
same computational model, factors of safety 
varying from 0.95 to 1.00 were computed for 
four sections through the 3,100-foot-long 
slide.5 

2. Forward analyses were performed to 
calculate the factor of safety during con
struction and at the end of construction of 
the berm. The analyses showed that it would 
not be feasible to construct the berm in 
stages, with each stage consisting of placing 
an inclined layer of fill against the slope. 
However, if the fill was placed in horizontal 
layers between the lock wall and the slope, 
the computed factor of safety increased 
steadily as the elevation of the berm was 
raised, reaching 2.1 at the end of construc
tion, with the cross-section shown in Figure 
5. The results of the analyses are shown in 
Table 2.6 

La Esperanza Abutment Drainage 
La Esperanza Dam impounds a water supply 
reservoir on the Carrizal River in northern Ec
uador. The spillway of the dam is founded on 
potentially unstable shale in the right abut
ment.7 The shale is essentially horizontally 
bedded, and contains numerous randomly ori
ented joints, with an average spacing of a few 
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TABLE 2. 
Computed Factors of Safety for the 

Illinois Shore at Olmstead 

Condition Computed f 

1. Pre-construction Landslide, 0.99 
After Drop in River Level 

2. Post-construction, With 2.1 
Lock & Stabilizing Berm in 
Place 

inches to about 2 feet. A cross-section through 
the abutment and spillway is shown in Figure 
6. 

Minor slides occurred during the excavation 
of the slope below the spillway, calling atten
tion to a weak layer of breccia (brecciated shale) 
at the base of the slope. It seems likely that the 
brecciated layer was formed by valley wall re
bound as the valley was eroded in the shale. 
The slides that occurred during construction 
were shallow, and did not threaten the spill
way. However, larger slides through the shale 
and breccia, extending further up the slope, 
could damage the spillway, and it was seen as 
necessary to install drains in the right abutment 
to improve its stability. 

The types and locations of drains needed to 
improve stability were determined in two 
steps: 

1. Back analyses were performed to de
velop a computational model for the slope. 
Key elements in this model were the shear 
strength of the breccia, the shear strength of 
the shale and the piezometric surface 
within the abutment. These quantities were 
estimated based on laboratory tests and 
correlations to estimate the shear strength 
of the breccia, and observed water levels in 
exploratory borings for the piezometric 
surface. The shear strength estimated for 
the jointed shale was based on engineering 
judgment, with consideration of the fact 
that the shale would have higher strength 
than the breccia. 

The objective of the back analysis was to 
determine what piezometric surface would 

· correspond to a factor of safety equal to 1.0. 
The piezometric level so determined (which 
is shown in Figure 6) was higher than the 
water levels observed in exploratory bor
ings. It was concluded that the shear 
strengths and piezometric surface were rea
sonable and probably conservative because 
the computational model was adjusted to 
give a factor of safety of 1.0, although no 
deep slide had occurred. 

Piezometric Surface in Shale & Breccia 

'100m 

/// / 
Breccia Layer (Brecciated Shale) 

FIGURE 6. A cross-section through La Esperanza Dam's right abutment and spillway. 
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FIGURE 7. Drains in the right abutment of La Esperanza Dam. 

2. Forward analyses were performed to de
termine the types and locations of drains 
needed to assure improved stability even if it 
should happen that impounding water in the 
reservoir, combined with exceptionally heavy 
rainfall, might cause the piezometric level to 
rise above the position shown in Figure 6. 

As shown in Figure 7, it was assumed that 
the piezometric surface would rise to the 
ground surface in the upper part of the abut
ment, but would be lowered within the 
lower part of the abutment by installing two 

TABLE 3. 
Computed Factors of Safety for the Right 

Abutment of La Esperanza Dam 

Condition Computed f 

Initial Condition Shown in 1.0* 
Figure 6 (Assumed to Be 
Marginally Stable) 

Drained Condition Shown in 1.24 
Figure 7, With Two Levels of 
Drains (90 m at el. 25 m & 120 
mat el. 59 m) 

• Achieved by adjusting shear strengths & piezometric surface. 

rows of horizontal drains at elevation 25 
meters (in the breccia layer) and at elevation 
59 meters (above the spillway). The com
puted factor of safety for the condition 
shown in Figure 7 is 1.24. The results of the 
analyses are shown in Table 3. 

The Effect of Assumptions 
in Back Analyses 
As illustrated by these three examples, esti
mates and assumptions are always needed to 
fill gaps in knowledge when a computational 
model is developed by back analysis. How
ever, adjusting the model so that the factor of 
safety is equal to 1.0 for the failure condition re
sults in a reliable computational model in spite 
of the fact that it involves assumptions. If all of 
the elements of the model are consistent with 
the known facts, and if the computational 
model is used consistently in forward analysis, 
the assumptions will have little effect on the re
sults of the forward analyses. 

For example, the slope shown in Figure 8 
was excavated by trimming back the original 
hill slope to a steeper configuration. (Please 
note that the slope shown in Figure 8 is hypo
thetical. Any resemblance to an actual failure is 
coincidental.) The shear strengths shown in the 
upper part of Table 4 were based on laboratory 
tests, and the piezometric level shown in 
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Dense to Very Dense Sand 

FIGURE 8. Failure in a hypothetical slope. 

Figure 8 was based on water levels observed in 
exploratory borings. 

For the conditions shown in Figure 8 and the 
strengths shown at the top row of Table 4, the 
computed factor of safety is 1.41, but the slope 
failed. Slope indicators installed after the failure 
showed that the rupture surface passed through 
the highly plastic clay. Piezometers installed af
ter the failure showed that the piezometric sur
face in the highly plastic clay, and in the overly
ing layer of mixed sandy clays and clayey sands, 
was essentially as assumed in design. 

It was proposed to stabilize the slope by in
stalling vertical drain wells as shown in Figure 
9, with horizontal drains drilled from the bot
tom of the slope to drain the water from these 
wells by gravity. It was estimated that these 
drains would draw down the average piezo
metric level along the line of drain wells to 
elevation 128 feet. This elevation is above the 
intersection of the drains with the wells, allow-

ing for head losses associated with flow to the 
wells and through the drains. The factor of 
safety with the drains installed was calculated 
in two steps: 

1. Back analyses were performed to de
velop a computational model for the slope. 
After reviewing the shear strengths for the 
layer of mixed sandy clays and clayey sands, 
it was concluded that the values used in the 
original analyses (shown in the top row in 
Table 4) were reasonable. Likewise, it was 
concluded that the piezometric levels used 
in the original analyses (shown in Figure 8) 
were reasonable. It seemed likely that the 
strength of the highly plastic clay might be 
lower than thought originally, and the fric
tion angle for this layer was adjusted down
ward to achieve a factor of safety of 1.0 for 
the slope. It was found that, for a factor of 
safety of 1.0, a friction angle of 14 degrees 

TABLE 4. 
Original Design Analysis, Back Analysis & Redesign Analyses of a Hypothetical Slope 

SC Clay SC Unit HP Clay Piezometric 
Analysis Strength Weight Strength Elevation Computed F 

Original Design Analysis c' = 300 psf 'Y = 130 pcf c' = 0 140 ft 1.41 
<I>'= 35° 4>' = 25° 

Back Analysis c' = 300 psf 'Y = 130 pd c' = O 140 ft 0.99 
4>' = 35° 4>' = 14° 

Redesign Analysis c' = 300 psf 'Y = 130 pcf c' = 0 128 ft 1.16 
4>' = 35° 4>'=14° 
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FIGURE 9. Drain wells to stabilize the hypothetical slope. 

would be required in the highly plastic clay, 
as shown in the middle row of Table 4. This 
seemed reasonable because 14 degrees was 
approximately equal to the estimated resid
ual friction angle of this material. 

2. Forward analyses were performed for 
the conditions shown in Figure 9 in order to 
determine the factor of safety with the 
drains installed. The computed factor of 
safety, with the piezometric level at 
elevation 128 feet and <I>' equal to 14 degrees 
in the highly plastic clay, was 1.16. The re
sults of these analyses are summarized in 
the bottom row in Table 4. 

In order to perform the back analyses, it 
was necessary to estimate (or assume) the 
strength of the sandy clay and the position of 
the piezometric surface. Because there are 
some uncertainties in these assumptions, it is 
reasonable to pose the following question: 

How would the computed factor of safety for 
the stabilized slope be affected, if different as
sumptions were used as the basis for the back 
analysis? To answer this question, the back 
analysis and forward analysis were repeated 
using different assumptions for the strength 
of the sandy clay. 

First, the strength of the sandy clay was as
sumed to be much higher than assumed origi
nally. When this assumption was made, the 
strength of the highly plastic clay required for a 
factor of safety equal to 1.0 in the back analysis 
was lower (as shown in the middle row in Table 
5). However, the factor of safety calculated in 
the forward analysis was the same (i.e., 1.16). 

Next, the strength of the sandy clay was as
sumed to be much lower than assumed origi
nally. When this assumption was made, the 
strength of the highly plastic clay required for a 
factor of safety equal to 1.0 in the back analysis 
was higher (as shown at the bottom row in Ta-

TABLE 5. 
The Effect of Varying Sandy Clay Strength Used in the Back Analysis of a Hypothetical Slope 

Assumed SC Clay HP Clay Strength for F With Piezometric 
Analysis Strength F = 1.0 in Back Analysis Elevation at 128 Feet 

Original c' = 300 psf c' = O psf 1.16 
<l>' = 35° <l>' = 14° 

High SC Strength c' = 600 psf c' = O psf 1.16 
<l>' = 40° <l>' = 9.6° 

Low SC Strength c' = 100 psf c' = 0 psf 1.16 
<l>' = 30° <l>' = 18.2° 
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ble 5). However, the factor of safety calculated 
in the forward analysis was again 1.16. 

This exercise shows that the factor of safety 
calculated in the forward analysis is not 
strongly affected by the assumptions made as 
the basis .for the back analysis. In this case, al
though the assumptions vary so widely as to 
stretch the bounds of credibility, the factor of 
safety calculated in the forward analysis re
mains the same because, in each case, the re
sults of the back analysis are used consistently 
in the forward analysis. 

Factor of Safety & Reliability 
It stands to reason that, when back analysis can 
be used to reduce uncertainties in design, it 
would be justified to use smaller factors of safety 
than are used when shear strengths are based on 
laboratory tests or co:..Telations. But, how much 
smaller factors of safety should be used? For ex
ample, should the value of 1.16 for the slope 
shown in Figure 9 be considered acceptable? 

Answering this question in a vacuum is dif
ficult. Different geotechnical engineers, draw
ing.on different experiences, might well reach 
different conclusions. Furthermore, the conse
quences of another failure should be reckoned. 
If the consequences of failure are benign, a 
smaller factor of safety could be tolerated than 
if the consequences are severe financially, or if a 
failure would pose a threat to life. 

Factors of safety used in geotechnical engi
neering are based on experience, and it appears 
that factors of safety that are conventionally 
used for slope stability are appropriate for con
ditions where shear strengths are based on 
laboratory tests, or are estimated based on cor
relations. When the computational model is 
based on back analysis, much uncertainty is 
eliminated, but the degree of uncertainty is not 
indicated by the value of factor or safety. Chris
tian et al. showed that a high value for the factor 
of safety for a condition involving much uncer
tainty may involve greater risk than a low 
value for a condition involving little uncer
tainty.8,9 To evaluate the importance of uncer
tainty and the level of risk that results from un
certainty, another measure of safety is needed. 
The probability of failure or, more precisely, the 
probability that the actual factor of safety is less 
than 1.0, is such a measure. 
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Probability of failure, as it is used in reliability 
theory, is the probability of an event occurring, 
sometimes called a "negative outcome." With 
regard to factor of safety calculations, the" event" 
is that the factor of safety is less than 1.0. In this 
context, then, what is called the probability of 
failure in reliabijity theory is the probability that 
the factor of safety could be less than 1.0, given 
the possible variations in the values of the quanti
ties involved in its calculation. 

Reliability as it is used in reliability theory is 
the probability of a "positive outcome." Reli
ability is the complement of the probability of 
failure. Thus, if there is a 0.5 percent probability 
that the factor of safety is less than 1.0, the reli
ability (the probability that the factor of safety 
is greater than 1.0) is 99.5 percent. 

The probability that the factor of safety is 
less than 1.0 can be calculated using a simple 
method, with the same amount and quality of 
data as used in more traditional geotechnical 
engineering factor of safety calculations. The 
calculated value of this probability should be 
viewed as no more accurate than the results of 
most geotechnical analyses. Even so, it pro
vides a useful measure of the combined effects 
of uncertainties in the values of the parameters 
involved in computing the safety factor. 

Several sources have outlined simple and ef
fective procedures for estimating the probabil
ity that the factor of safety is less than 1.0.10-12 

Using the methods they described, this prob
ability can be calculated following these steps: 

1. Estimate the most likely values (MLVs) of 
the parameters required for the analysis. 
These values can be estimated using the 
same types of data ordinarily used for deter
ministic analysis, and applying engineering 
judgment in the same way. However, a con
servative bias should not be built into the pa
rameter values. Most likely values are ap
propriate. 

2. Estimate the standard deviations of the 
parameters. Where too few data are avail
able to compute the standard deviation by 
formal statistical methods, reasonable val
ues can be estimated using the three-sigma 
rule and engineering judgment. 

3. Calculate the factor of safety using the 
most likely values of the parameters. This 



value of the factor of safety is the most likely 
value of the factor of safety (or, FMLV). 

4. Calculate factors of safety with the 
value of each of the variables in turn in
creased by one standard deviation from its 
most likely value, and the other variables as
signed their most likely values. These fac
tors of safety are denoted as (F+ )i, where i de
notes the parameter whose value is 
increased. There are N values of (F+ )i, where 
N is the number of parameters involved in 
the calculation of F. 

Also calculate factors of safety with the 
value of each of the variables in turn de
creased by one standard deviation from its 
most likely value, and the other variables as
signed their most likely values. These fac
tors of safety are denoted as ( F-)i, There are N 
values of (F-);, where N is the number of pa
rameters involved in the calculation of F. 

5. Use the Taylor series method to com
pute the standard deviation of the factor of 
safety by using Equation 1. 

6. Determine the probability of the factor 
of safety being less than 1.0 using Table 6. 

Computing Probabilities 
That the Factor of Safety 
May Be Less Than 1.0 
Table 6 is convenient because it shows values of 
the probability of a factor of safety of less than 
1.0 related to FMLV and <J'f, Its shortcoming is 
that only approximate values of the probability 
of a factor of safety ofless than 1.0 can be deter
mined for values of FMLV and <J'f that are inter
mediate between the values listed in the table. 
It may sometimes be desirable to have a means 
of computing more precise values of the prob
ability of a factor of safety of less than 1.0. 

The key to computing more precise values of 
the probability of a factor of safety of less than 
1.0 is to compute the value of the log normal re
liability index, 13LN, using Equation 2. 

When 13LN has been computed, the value of 
the probability of a factor of safety of less than 
1.0 can be determined accurately in either of 
two ways: 

1. Use tables of the standard cumulative 
normal distribution function, which can be 
found in many textbooks on probability and 

EQUATION 1. 

where: 
<Tf = standard deviation of factor of safety 
LlF1 = {(F+), - (F-)1}, M2 = {(F+)z - (F-)z}, etc. 

reliability. For example, the value of 13LN 
computed for the original design analysis of 
the hypothetical slope, corresponding to 
FMLV equal to 1.41 and <J'f equal to 0.204, is 
2.31. The standard cumulate normal distri
bution function (the reliability) corresEond
ing to a 13LN equal to 2.31 is 0.9896. 3 The 
probability of a factor of safety of less than 
1.0 is one minus the reliability ( or equal to 1.0 
minus 0.9896), which is 0.0104. 

2. Use the built-in function NORMS
DIST in Microsoft Excel. The argument of 
this function is the reliability index, 13 LN. In 
this spreadsheet program, under "Insert 
Function," "Statistical," choose "NORMS
DIST," and type the value of 13LN, For ex
ample, for 13LN equal to 2.31, the result is 
0.989556, which corresponds to the prob
ability of a factor of safety less than 1.0 of 
0.0104. Table 6 was developed using this 
function. 

These methods assume a log-normal distri
bution of factor of safety. The log-normal distri
bution was selected because the central limit 

EQUATION 2. 

where: 
~LN = log normal reliability index, 
<Tf = standard deviation of factor of safety 

(see Equation 1 ), and 
FMiv = most likely value of factor of safety. 
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theorem indicates that the normal 
distribution is the most likely form of 
distribution of a quantity resulting 
from the addition and subtraction of 
many randomly distributed val
ues.14 It follows that the log-normal 
distribution is the most likely form 
of distribution of a quantity that re
sults from many multiplication and 
division operations, because multi
plication and division are equiva
lent to adding and subtracting loga
rithms. 

The Three-Sigma Rule 
The three-sigma rule is very useful 

Normal 
Probability 
Density · 
Function 

Lowest 
Conceivable 
Value 
(LCV) 

Most 
Likely 
Value 
(MLV) 

for estimating the value of the stan- value of Variable 

dard deviation of a parameter when 
too little data is available to calculate 
the standard deviation using formal 
statistical methods.13 The three- FIGURE 10. The basis for the three-sigma rule. 
sigma rule relies on the fact that, as 
shown in Figure 10, 99.73 percent of all of the 
values of a normally distributed variable lie 
within plus or minus three standard deviations 
(±3cr) of the mean (or most likely value). For 
practical purposes this is 100 percent ( or all val
ues). This fact can be used to estimate the stan
dard deviation, as follows: 

1. Estimate the highest conceivable value 
(HCV) and the lowest conceivable value 
(LCV) of each variable, using all available 
data, correlations and engineering judg
ment. A conscious effort should be made to 
make the range wide b_ecause the objective is 
to encompass all conceivable values. Con
trolled experiments have shown that there is 
a tendency to estimate a range of values that 
is narrower than the actual range.15 

2. Compute the value of standard devia
tion by subtracting the LCV from the HCV 
and dividing the result by 6. 

The three-sigma rule makes it possible to 
overcome an often-encountered barrier to the 
use of reliability methods - insufficient data. 
Using it, engineers can estimate values of stan
dard deviation on the basis of the same kinds of 
judgments required to select parameter values 
for deterministic analyses. 

Probability of Factor of Safety Less 
Than 1.0 for the Hypotheticaf Slope 
The method outlined by Wolff and the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers has been applied to 
the hypothetical slope shown in Figures 8 and 9 
to evaluate the reliability of the original design, 
and to evaluate the reliability of the redesign 
based on back analysis.10-12 The results are 
shown in Tables 7 and 8. 

As noted previously, and shown in the top 
row of Table 7, the factor of safety calculated in 
the original design, using the most likely val
ues of all of the parameters, was 1.41. There 
were four major sources of uncertainty in the 
original design - the strength of the sandy 
clay, the unit weight of the sandy clay, the 
strength of the highly plastic clay and the pie
zometric elevation. The highest and lowest 
conceivable values and corresponding stan
dard deviations for each of these quantities are 
shown in Table 7, together with values off+ 
and p- corresponding to varying their values 
by plus or minus one standard deviation from 
the most likely values. Also shown are the val
ues of /1F for each variable, the standard de
viation of the factor of safety computed by 
subtracting the LCV from the HCV and divid
ing the result by 6, and the probability of fail
ure from Table 6. The location in Table 6 corre-
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TABLE 7. 
Reliability Analysis of the Hypothetical Slope - Original Design 

With all quantities assigned their most likely values: fMLV = 1.41 

Variable Quantity Parameter Values Factors of Safety 

Sandy Clay Strength 
Most likely value c'= 300 psf, <!>'= 35° 
Highest conceivable value c' = 1000 psf, <!>' = 45° P" = 1.55* 
Lowest conceivable value c' = 0 psf, <I>'= 25° F = 1.31* liF= 0.24** 
Standard deviation CJ'c = 167 psf, CJ'<j, = 3.3° 

Sandy Clay Unit Weight 
Most likely value 'Y = 130 pd 
Highest conceivable value 'Y = 145 pd P" = 1.46 
Lowest conceivable value 'Y = 115 pd F = 1.38 liF= 0.08** 
Standard deviation CJ'-y=5 pd 

Highly Plastic Clay Strength 
Most likely value c' = 0, <I>'= 25° 
Highest conceivable value c'= 0, <!>'= 35° P" = 1.54 
Lowest conceivable value c'= 0, <!>'= 15° F = 1.29 liF = 0.25** 
Standard deviation CJ'c = 0, CJ'<j, = 3.3° 

Piezometric Elevation 
Most likely value el.= 140 ft 
Highest conceivable value el.= 150 ft P" = 1.52 
Lowest conceivable value el.= 120 ft F = 1.32 liF = 0.20** 
Standard deviation CJ'el = 5 ft 

Standard deviation of factor of safety (see Equation 1) = 0.2041 
Probability of factor of safety less than 1.0 (see Table 6) = 1.03% 

• F' is calculated with both c' and <I>' increased by one standard deviation, and F is calculated with both c' and <I>' decreased by one standard deviation. 
**l!.F=F'-F 

sponding to the original design is highlighted. 
The probability of the factor of safety being less 
than 1.0 is 1.03 percent. 

As noted previously, and as indicated in the 
top row of Table 8, the factor of safety calcu
lated in the redesign, based on the results of the 
back analysis, was 1.16. All of the parameters 
except the piezometric level are determined re
liably by the back analysis and are, therefore, 
not subject to significant uncertainty. This be
ing the case, the standard deviation of the re
design factor of safety is much smaller than for 
the original design factor of safety. The prob
ability of the factor of safety being less than 1.0 
is 0.5 percent. The location in Table 6 corre
sponding to the redesign is highlighted. 

Although the factor of safety for the redes
ign is lower than the factor of safety for the 
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original design (a factor of safety equal to 1.16 
as compared to 1.41) the probability of the re
design factor of safety being less than 1.0 is 
smaller (0.5 percent as compared to 1.0 
percent). This difference is a direct result of the 
fact that the redesign was based on back analy
sis, which eliminates much uncertainty. 

It is not the purpose of this example to indi
cate that the redesign condition analyzed 
above represents a sufficiently reliable long
term condition for the slope. In terms of the 
probability of a factor of safety less than 1.0, it 
is not much different from the original design, 
and it might be desirable to increase the factor 
of safety to a value greater than 1.16, and re
duce the value of the probability of failure 
even more, by additional stabilizing meas
ures. For example, if the spacing between 



TABLE 8. 
Reliability Analysis of the Hypothetical Slope Redesign 

With all quantities assigned their most likely values: FMLV = 1.16 
(values are shown in Table 4) 

Variable Quantity Parameter Values Factors of Safety 

Piezometric Elevation 
Most likely value el.= 128 ft 
Highest conceivable value el. = 140 ft P- = 1.23 
lowest conceivable value el. = 110 ft F = 1.10 ll.F= 0.13** 
Standard deviation CTel = 5 ft 

Standard deviation of factor of safety (see Equation 1) = 0.0675 
Probability of factor of safety less than 1.0 (see Table 6) = 0.5 % 

**!if= F'-F 

wells was reduced so that the average piezo
metric level was lowered by an additional 3.0 
feet, the factor of safety would increase from 
1.16 to 1.20, and the value of probability would 
decrease to 0.05 percent. 

The consequences of failure and the cost of 
stabilization are important factors in determi
nating the acceptable level of risk. These factors 
are beyond the scope of this hypothetical exer
cise. It is clear, however, that being able to com
pute the probability that the factor of safety will 
be less than 1.0 (in addition to computing the 
most likely value of the factor of safety) pro
vides a more complete basis for making this 
judgment. 

Conclusions 
The preceding examination of back analysis, 
factor of safety and reliability supports these 
conclusions: 

• Back analysis can be used to develop 
highly reliable computational models of 
slopes. It can be used where slopes have 
failed, such as at the San Luis Dam and 
Olmsted Locks and Dam, and where 
slopes have not failed, such as at La Es
peranza Dam. 

• When the results of back analysis are used 
for the design of slope stabilization meas
ures, they should be used consistently 
with the assumptions made in the back 

analysis. While assumptions are. inevita
bly required to develop computational 
models, adjusting the elements of the 
model through back analysis results in a 
model that is not significantly affected by 
the assumptions, provided that they are 
reasonable and fit all the known facts. 

• As the hypothetical example described 
above clearly indicates, itis justified to use 
lower-than-conventional factors of safety 
when the computational model can be 
based on back analysis, because back 
analysis reduces slope failure risk. 

• Reliability theory is a very useful comple
ment to conventional deterministic analy
ses. Using the Taylor series method, it is 
possible to compute the probability of the 
factor of safety being less than 1.0 through 
the application of simple formulas. Com
puting both the most likely value of the 
factor of safety and the probability that 
the factor of safety could be less than 1.0 
affords a better basis for judging analyti
cal results than does computing only the 
factor of safety. 

• The effort involved in computing the 
probability of the factor of safety being 
less than 1.0 is not great. Each of the addi
tional computations required only in
volves changing the value of one variable 
and repeating the calculations. As com
pared with conventional deterministic 
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analyses, using the Taylor series method 
to compute the probability of a factor of 
safety of less than 1.0 may add 5 percent to 
the effort, and 50 percent to the value of 
the analysis. 

• The three-sigma rule provides a very use
ful technique for overcoming the fre
quently encountered problem of too few 
data to compute the standard deviation 
by formal statistical methods. Using the 
three-sigma rule, it is possible to estimate 
standard deviations by means of the same 
combination of data, correlations and en
gineering judgment that are involved in 
all geotechnical engineering analyses. 
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Essay 

Managing to 
Avoid Congestion 

The world's population is 
by no means decreasing and 
engineers have to come up with 
new, outside-the-box solutions 
to create a built environment 
that will healthily sustain 
more people. 

BRIAN BRENNER 

The plot of the movie, The Truman Show, 
concerns the life of a man who lives in a 
television show, but does not know it. 

The producers of the show constructed an 
imaginary village covered by a huge dome and 
populated this set with actors. Everyone except 
the star of the show, Truman, is a performer · 
playing a scripted role. Truman lives his life not 
knowing that his wife, employer and neigh
bors are all actors working from the producer's 
script. The proceedings are cleverly filmed and 
presented to the voyeuristic public, which 
watches the show waiting to see each new de
velopment in the soap opera of Truman's life. 

This movie is not a great one to see if you are 
paranoid. 

The village that Truman lives in - the "set" 
- is supposed to be an idealized, sunny, 
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perfectly-built place. Gentle waves lap the 
shore of this seacoast village, which has cheer
ful, inviting architecture, palm trees and 
friendly people. The village is presented as 
Utopian. In reality, the movie set is not a set at 
all, but an actual place. The movie was filmed 
at Seaside, Florida, a newly built town on the 
coast of the Gulf of Mexico. This village is at the 
vanguard of the New Urbanism movement. 
This uncommon village has certain zoning and 
design features that can be summarized as fol
lows: 

• Stores and offices are permitted in some 
areas along with houses and apartments. 

. The design allows for mixed usage. 
• The street grid has features that lead to pe

destrian comfort, such as reduced street 
width, traffic "calming" devices, trees, 
sidewalks and benches. 

• Garages do not face the street, but are set 
back in alleys. 

• The houses are built more densely, and are 
designed to shape the public street space, 
which is accomplished with relatively 
small front yards, front porches and cupo
las that lead to a transition from outside to 
inside. Building position and massing 
helps the street to feel like an outside room 
and not a speedway. 

The New Urbanism design guidelines that 
were in place for the building of Seaside are ille-



gal in much of the U.S. Most towns and cities 
have strict zoning guidelines that separate 
stores from offices from housing. Even the 
types of housing are strictly separated by area: 
apartments from townhouses from single-fam
ily homes from really exclusive single-family 
homes. Required lot sizes and setbacks lead to 
today's standard suburban housing develop
ments, strip malls and office parks. Today's 
dominant form of urban design is sprawl. One 
of the ramifications of sprawl is traffic conges
tion. Because everything is Separated and 
widely spaced, you have to drive large dis
tances to go shopping, to go to work, to do any
thing. You cannot walk, and there is usually not 
a subway or bus system near the 1-acre zoned 
lots. 

Yet, the utopian world of The Truman Show 
wasn't filmed at Levittown or at a strip mall. 
When the movie producers needed an ideal
ized place for their imaginary world, they se
lected a town that violates all of today's subur
ban development guidelines. It is ironic that, at 
the end of the movie, Truman escapes from his 
fishbowl existence and chooses to live in the 
outside world. What the movie does not show 
is Truman's subsequent life in a housing subdi
vision with a ninety-minute one-way commute 
in heavy traffic. 

Probably most people suspect that there is 
something wrong with the present develop
ment scheme. They muse in bumper to bumper 
traffic, and are uneasy cruising by dreary strip 

malls and the vast parking lots that define 
modern suburban spaces. They go to visit Main 
Street at Disney World and marvel at what a 
great place it is, not really understanding why 
they cannot live around Main Street in real life. 

The public at large may be uncomfortable 
and dissatisfied, and not understand why. Civil 
engineers have a greater responsibility. It is our 
business to design and shape the built environ
ment. Therefore, we need to better understand 
how the design pieces fit together, and act on 
this knowledge. In February 1999, the U.S. En
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) spon
sored a day-long conference, "Smart Growth 
Strategies for New England." Speakers dis
cussed strategies for containing sprawl and fo
cusing urban development. Even here in New 
England, which is arguably in the best shape of 
any region in the country when it comes to 
sprawl, the landscape is being plowed over by 
strip malls and subdivisions. Dealing with this 
problem will require the skills and participa
tion of engineers as well as planners. 
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Construction Management 

Structural Engineering 
Transportation Engineering 
Environmental Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Construction Engineering 
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Infrastructure • Water Resources 

Services • Water Pollution Control 

• Transportation & Civil Engineering 

Take Advantage 
of Civil Engineering Practice's economical 
advertising rates and reach a professional 
audience that is interested in your serv
ices, equipment or products. For more in
formation, call 617 /227-5551. 

Gui:1u1N & Assoc1AT1:s, INc. 
Environmental and Transportation Engineers 

& Environmental Scientists 

ffi 
91 Montvale Avenue Stoneham, MA 02180 

tel: 781-279-2288 fax: 781-279-7993 
e-mail: info@guertin-associates.com 
web: www.guertin-associates.com 

HARDESTY & HANOVER, LLP 
Consulting Engineers since 1887 

-

01 Broadway;Suite 310 
New York, NY 10036 

(212) 944-1150 
Fax (212) 391-0297 

www.hardesty-hanove,.com 

FIXED AND MOVABLE BRIDGES, 
HIGHWAYS, RAILWAYS & SPECIAL STRUCTURES 

offices also In: New Jersey, Florida, Virginia & . ConnecUcut 

• Traffic Engineering 
■ Transportation Planning 
■ Management Consulting & Training 
• Public Involvement 
■ Construction Contract Admini~tration 
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Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates, Inc. 
38 Chauncy Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02111 

(617) 482-7080 • FAX (617) 482-7417 
19 West 21st Street, Suite 701, New York, New York 10010 

(212) 645-9031 • FAX (212) 645-7940 

A.G. Licblautdn & Alsodates, lac. 
Comurlulg El,glnttn 
4S Eiseoflower Drive 

Paramu~ Now Jeney 07652 
Tel, (201) 368-0400 
Fax (201)368-3955 

Web page: http://www.hshassoc.com 

BRIDGES 
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MARINE CIVIL ENGINEERING 

PORT & HARBOR• COASTAL & OCEAN• STRUCTURAL 

JOHN GAYTHWAITE, P.E. 
CONSULTING ENGINEER 

MARITIME ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, INC. 
155 PINE STREET 

MANCHESTER, MA 01944 
978-526-4071 

Civil Engineera 
Planners 
l.Md Surveyors 
One Appleton Streel 
Boslon, MA02116 
617-338-0'.m 
Fax: 617-338-6472 
e-mail: jnei@jnel.oom 
hllp://IW,w.jnei.com 

§:§== PARSONS 
~ §_§ BRINCKERHOFF 
---:RR 
The First Name in Transportation 

120 Boylston Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02116 
/617) 426-7330 
Fax: /617) 482-8487 Offices Worldwide 

Asal A. Qazilbash & Associates 
120 Beacon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts, 02136-3619 
Tel: (617)-364-5361,4349,4754 
Fax: (617)-364-22"95 

Geotechnical • Environmental • Civil . Structural 

Planning . Investigation • Repo_rts . Design • Constructi_on 

Buildings . Highways & Bridges . Dams 
Airports • Waterfront . Ports 

Site Assessments • Hazardous Wastes . Infrastructure 

Civtl Engineering Practice on the Web: 

www.quale.com/ cep / cephome.html 

Professional Services 

Consulting Engineers 
Help prospective clients find your firm 
through the Professional Services listings 
in Civil Engineering Practice. Call 617 /227-
5551 and send your card in now. 

Norwood 
rngmeering 

Norwood Engineering Co., Inc. 
Consulting Engineers 
and Surveyors 

Matthew D. Smith, P-E
President 

141 O Route One • Norwood, Ma. 02062 • (781) 762-014.1 
95 State Ruad • Box 207 • Sagamore Beach, Ma. 02562 • (508) 888-0088 
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Professional Stone Deposit Evaluations 
Cosi-Efiective Subsurface Investigation 

Geotechnical Troubleshooting 
Concise Concrete Petrography 

Steven J. Stokowski Reg. Prof. Geologist 
10 Clark St. Ashland, Mass. 01721 (508) 881-6364 
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Transportation 
Buildings 

Infrastructure 
Studies & Analyses 

230Congress St., Boston MA 02110 Tel.: 617 • 482 • 7298 fax.: 617 • 482 • 1837 
Office locations throughout the country • web site: www.stvlnc.com 
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CANTON, MA. 02021 
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Tel: 617.542.4244 
Fax: 617.542.3301 
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Tel: 508,532.1900 Fax: 508.977.0100 
Offices in Connecticut and Rhode Island 
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